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Hatchett's
office takes
over audit
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Auditor Ed Hatchett said
Wednesday his office was taking over an audit of Kentucky
State University.
The school's accounting firm
PricewaterhouseCoopers, or
PWC — pulled out last week,
Hatchett said in a telephone
interview.
PWC officials told him they
had concerns about liability,
given an embezzlement scandal on campus and continuing
issues about internal financial
controls, Hatchett said.
A former assistant to the KSU
comptroller, Janice Phillips,
pleaded guilty May 17 to embezzling $800,000.
The audit, which all state
universities undergo annually,
is for the fiscal year that ended
June 30. It was due six months
ago, Hatchett said.
Rather than start from
scratch, state auditors will build
on work already done by PWC,
he said. But before his auditors can start, the university
will have to bring in accountants to finish preparatory work,
such as reconciling several business accounts, Hatchett said.
"It's simply taking too long
to get that completed," he said.
KSU President George Reid
said in a statement that Hatchell's intervention was "a golden opportunity" to restore some
financial integrity.
The state auditor can "verify, beyond anyone's doubt, the
financial status of our university, and this verification is what
KSU must know," Reid's statement said.
Reid also wants Hatchett to
audit a fund raising foundation
that bears the university's name
but is outside its control.
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Staff Congress questions raises
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Sometimes, 5 percent is not necessarily
5 percent.
One day after the university's board of
regents touted the second-highest average
pay increase among regional universities in
the state, the Murray State University Staff
Congress expressed some concerns over
merit-based raises during its meeting.

The 5-percent average can be broken
down into three parts: 2 percent for satisfactory performance; 2.75 percent for merit;
and .25 percent for participation in the university's Road's Scholars program.
According to Staff Congress members,
though, hourly employees are usually either
prohibited from participating in the Road's
Scholar program or, if they do participate,
must do so on a volunteer basis.

"Maybe we can come up with something else," said Mary Boaz, coordinator at
MSU's Paducah campus. "Not everybody
is going to be able to participate in Road's
Scholars."
"We would like to see that everybody
have an opportunity to work on Road's
Scholars," said Staff Regent Lori Dial.
"Whether that comes about or not, I don't
know, but he (MSLT President Dr. Kern
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Tonight...Partly cloudy. Low
around 70. South wind 10 mph
Friday.. Mostly cloudy with
a 40 percent chance of afternoon showers and thunderstorms. High around 85.
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Baptists say
women unable
to be pastors
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ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Risking a wider split in the nation's
largest Protestant denomination, the Southern Baptist Convention
declared Wednesday that women should no longer serve as pastors.
The statement of faith is not binding on congregations, and so the
effect on the Southern Baptists' 1,600 or so clergywomen — about
100 of whom are pastors leading congregations — is unclear.
But some members warned that congregations will quit the 15.9
million-member denomination over this, just as some did when the
Southern Baptists declared two years ago that wives should "submit
graciously" to their husbands.
"I'm very sad. Women ministers are not going to have a place in
Southern Baptist life anymore," said the Rev. Martha Phillips, interim pastor at Mount Vernon Baptist Church in Arlington, Va., where
Vice President Al. Gore is a member. "I think • more churches will
leave."
The revised Faith and Message statement was approved in a show
of hands by the thousands of delegates at the denomination's annual
meeting.
It includes a passage that reads: "While both men and women are
gifted for service in the church, the office of pastor is limited to men
as qualified by Scripture." The previous statement, dating to 1963,

The annual escape from the daily
grind, theMurray- Calloway County
Fair, is open through June 17.
Clockwise from top: Rides are the
only reason some people go to the
fair; award winners are on display at
the 4-H exhibit; Rena Hopkins
arranges contest entries for judging
before the fair opened on Monday.

• See Page 2

McConnell,
Bunning report
assets, earnings

FOP files
suit over
ordinance
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Fraternal Order of Police
contends in a new lawsuit that
Louisville's civilian police-review
ordinance is unconstitutional
and wants an injunction to stop
it from being enforced.
The ordinance grants subpoena power to a committee
that would investigate complaints against police.
Tom Swicegood, an attorney for the FOP, said the ordinance has "vague and overbroad language that cannot be
enforced."
"The ordinance is unconstitutional, pure and simple," he
said.
The lawsuit filed Wednesday in Jefferson Circuit Court
seeks a jury trial to rule on
the constitutionality of the ordinance.
The FOP also filed a motion
for a temporary injunction and
restraining order to block the
city from enforcing it.
The FOP, the union representing Louisville police, also
wants compensatory and punitive damages, as well as attorneys' fees.

Alexander) is willing to discuss it."
Staff Congress President Orville Herndon suggested that the Road's Scholars raises could be a signal that increased participation in university programs, such as the
residential college system, may lead to monetary rewards.
"It seems that this president's mode of

Bernard Kane
Ledger & Times photo

WASHINGTON (AP) — Kentucky Sens. Mitch McConnell and
Jim Bunning opened their books Wednesday.
Like all U.S. senators, the two Republicans had to report their
assets and how much money they earned last year apart from their
$136,700 salaries.
McConnell, chairman of the Senate Rules and Administration Committee, listed a number of investment accounts worth between $780,000
and $1.75 million. He also received $250,000 to $500,000 from the
estate of his uncle, Julius J. Smartt.
McConnell is the executor of Smartt's will, and that earned him
an extra $30,000.
While senators are not allowed to earn speaking fees, there are no
such limits on their spouses.
McConnell's wife, Elaine Chao, earned more than $80,000 in speaking fees. She is a distinguished fellow at a conservative Washingtonbased think tank, the Heritage Foundation. She also is the former

II See Page 2
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Teens indicted on
burglary charges
also levied against Brandon, stems from the
By DAVID BLACKBURN
April 24 disappearance of a car owned by
Staff Writer
A Calloway County grand jury has indict- Keith Houston of Mockingbird Lane. Caled three people on felony charges'stemming loway County sheriff's officers investigating
from the May 3 burglary of the Pot 0' Gold the burglary case found the car May 1 on
pawn shop on South 12th Street.
Duncan Trail.
The panel on Monday also indicted a
In the other cases, the grand jury indictcounty couple for allegedly falsely getting reim- ed Ned Leon Jones, 55, of Van Cleave Road,
bursed for cars and trucks that the couple and Geraldine Jones, 52, of a Kentucky 94
claimed they bought at auctions for a Pot- East address, on one count each of theft by
tertown Road business.
deception more than $300 and three counts
Among the grand jury's 11 indictments each of theft by failure to make required
were three for Carlie A. Staples III, 18, of disposition of property more than $300, both
Doran Road Extension, and two juveniles, D felonies.
Wesley Deeshay Brandon, 16, of Almo; *and
The Joneses, who had bought vehicles at
Joseph Robert Burgess, 17, of a Kentucky auction for M&M Motor Sales on Potter121 North address, who have been ordered town Road, are accused of getting $6,250
to face charges as adults.
from M&M owner Eddie Morgan to pay for
All three are formally charged with firsta 1995 Chevrolet Blazer on Feb. 2. Accord-degree burglary, a Class B felony, for the
ing to Morgan's affidavit, the truck was
pawn shop break-in, which resulted in three bought at Cain's Inc. on North 12th Street
handguns being taken.
instead of at an auction.
Authbrities later found the weapons in
The couple also are accused presenting
Brandon's home, according to court records.
daughter and business partner, Lori
Morgan's
Brandon is charged with three counts of
Saalwaechter, with false titles for two nonreceiving a stolen firearm (D felony).
cars.
Staples is charged with theft by unlawful existent
14, Ned Jones allegedly showed
Feb.
On
taking more than $300 and six counts of
the title for a 1990 Ford TauSaalwaechter
second-degree unlawful transaction with a
minor (D felonies).
2
The theft charge, which: the grand jury II See Page
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FAREWELL FINALE Skip Dobbs (left), his family and parks department secretary Betty Hudson (right) look at a cake made in honor of
Dobbs, who is in his final week as parks director, Wednesday during
a farewell reception
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Bicyclist hurt after hitting car • Raises ...
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Seth Lane youngster on
Wednesday escaped a run-in bet \x.ren her bicycle and a car with a
head bruise.

Calloway County Hospital and released, an MCCH spokesman said.
In other reports, Laura L. Green
of Dexter was slightly injured
Tuesday in a two-vehicle accident.
Green, 26, was treated for multiple
bruises at the hospital and reAccording to a Calloway
leased
, an MCCH spokesman said.
County Sheriff's Department re
Green was trying to turn off
port, Courtney Lee Lamb, 8, rode
her bicycle out of her driveway U.S. 641 onto Utterback Road
about 4:15 p.m. and hit the side of a when her vehicle was hit in the side
car driven south on Seth Lane by by a vehicle driven by Penny D.
Baker, 37, of Princeton, who was
Robbin L. Jones, 26.
southbound on 641, a Murray poLamb was treated at the Murray- lice press release said.

Florida group to lead defense
in Ten Commandments cases

From Page 1

versity's 8100 million-plus 2000operation is to show favor to those 01 budget.
Another sticking point of the
who participate in the programs
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Law- philosophy. Stanley said.
he created," Herndon said. "There budget for some, though, has been
yers
from a Florida foundation will
U.S. District Judge Jennifer
$800,
the
000 designated to install
hasn't been any mention of payment for working with the resi- fiber optic cables in all of the take over the defense of three gov- Coffman accepted motions ill,
dential college program. but it university's residential housing erning bodies involved in a dispute week allowing Theodore H. Amwith the American Civil Liberties shoff Jr., of Louisville, and Col.
looks like that's they way it may units.
Union over whether the Ten Com- Ronald Ray. of Crestwood, to withbe going."
The $800,000 in start-up was mandments
can be publicly dis- draw from the case.
Perhaps more alarming to staff, set aside from univer
sity funds, played.
Last month,Coffman issued prehowever, was the mention by MSU but Alexander said
during the
limina
ry injunctions ordering the
Matth
ew
D.
Stayer
and
Erik
W.
Vice President of Administrative regents' meeting
Tuesday that future Stanley of the Liberty Counsel
in three governing bodies to remove
Services Tom Denton that the 2 costs of maintaining
the system Longwood, Fla., will represent
the Ten Commandments publicly
percent raise, which some under- would likely be collec
ted in the fiscal courts from McCreary
posted by the three governing bodand
stood to be across-the-board, will form of a student techno
logy fee. Pulaksi counties and the
while a suit filed by the ACLU
ies
Harlan
also be based on a type of merit.
"First of all, there's going to County school board
procee
ds.
free
of
charge,
"If you/didn't have a satisfac- be some people who don't
use the Corbin Times-Tribune reported
defendants responded by
The
tory evaluation, you get 0 per- computers," Dial said.
"Also, peo- Wednesday.
asking Coffman for a stay of her
cent," Denton said. "If you're not ple who have
computers at home
own order, which she denied.
performing your job satisfactorily, probably
From Page 1
The organization has a nationalready pay a fee. I would
Chief Judge Martin of the Sixth
you're going to be looked at closein May.
be offended if I were a commuter wide focus and pursues "civil liber- Circuit Court of Appeals upheld
• Todd Lovett, 36, of Hardin, sec- ly and evaluated very closely."
rus he bought at an auction and
and had to pay this fee for peo- ties and First Amendment cases" Coffman's denial of the stay. The
ond-of
fense first-degree possession of
asked for a $1,750 check. The
from the point of view that Christi- Court of Appeals is
Still, Dial said the majority of
ple on campus."
still considernext day, Geraldine Jones alleged- a controlled substance, second-offense MSU staff will receive at least a
The board of regents' next meet- anity is an inseparable part of ing the defendants' appeal of the
possess
ion of drug paraphernalia, pos- 4.75 percent raise from the
ly told Saalwaechter there was a
American history and government preliminary injunction itself.
ing is scheduled for Sept. 8.
uniproblem with the check at the session of a handgun by a convicted
bank and asked for, and got, $1,750 felon, possession of marijuana. Allegedly had marijuana, a pipe, rolling papers
cash.
and a plastic contain
On Feb. 16, Geraldine Jones phetamine residue er with methamduring a Feb. 3
allegedly presented a title to Saal- traffic stop, then later
a 9 mm he
From Page 1
are just going to ignore it." But
waechter for a 1988 Buick bought allegedly had just before the vehicle
in time, he said, fewer women
at auction and asked for $2,160 stopped.
was silent on the issue.
cash.
"Southern Baptists, by practice will be available to serve as pas• Jeremy Scott, 22, of North 12th
HUNTINGDON VALLEY, Pa. found the man stuck in the toiGeraldine Jones is also accused Street, receiving stolen property more (AP) — Losing your keys into let's lower chamber up to his
as well as conviction, believe lead- tors because they will have left
hips.
than
$300
(D
felony)
ership
Allege
.
is male," said the Rev. Adri- the denomination or felt discourdly
had the depths of a portable toilet is The man, who
of second-degree forgery, a D
was
not
identif
ied,
an Rogers, chairman of the draft- aged from leading congregations.
felony, for allegedly signing Saal- $1,000 worth of tires and wheels on bad enough. But one man who had taken off his
shoes
and
pants
his
truck
that
had
been
bought
from recently found himself in that
ing committee.
waechter's name to the title for
The Southern Baptists' passage
sit- for the unpleasant task.
The
new
statem
ent
does
the Blazer, transferring it to Nation- Custom Automotive in Calvert City uation only made things worse for
not
of
the statement reflects a rightHe told police he had been in
through the fraudulent use of a credaddress whether women should be ward
himself.
wide Auto Brokers on North Fourth it
the
shift in recent years that has
predic
ament for at least 45 ordain
card in February.
ed, something the Southern included a
Street without the business's knowlAuthorities said the man had minutes. He was
boycott of Disney over
freed
• Thomas E. Stalls, 32, of Puryear. to
about 45 Baptists have done since at
edge, court records said.
be rescued after he got into minutes later,
least its "gay-friendly" polici
Tenn., flagrant non-support(D felony).
after emergency
es and a
1964; it addresses only their role 1998 statem
Other indictments include:
ent declaring that "a
Allegedly owed $5,619 in back sup- the portable toilet to look for his crews destroyed a significant pan
as. pastors, who lead congrega- wife is
• Adam Ryan Thompson, 18, of port from August 1993 to June 2000. keys.
of the portable toilet to get him
to submit herself graciously
tions.
Radio Road, first-degree burglary (B
Some
kids
playin
g
to the servant leadership of her
at
Charle
a nearby out.
•
s E. Cathey, 33, of Derfelony), second-degree burglary (C reek Trail, flagrant non-support
Individual Southern Baptists and husband."
(D recreational field heard the man's
The man was treated for cuts
That was the last straw
felony), receiving stolen property more felony). Allegedly owed
the
faith's 42,000 congregations for about
cries
for
help Wednesday after- and bruises. Doctors
$4,667 in
a
dozen
congregations that.
also had to
than $300(D felony) and misdemeanor back support from November
would remain free to ordain women quit the
1999 to noon and told their mother.
denomi
remov
e
nation
the
.
toilet
seat,
possession of a defaced firearm. June 2000.
which had
and hire them as pastors.
The woman then called police, become wedged
Approval of the men-only pasAllegedly toot weapons, including a
around
his
torso.
"If you are a Baptist, as long tor clause
• Jerry Dane Babcock, 28, of Hazel, who arrived at Elkins Field in
Lower Moreland Township is
will probably drive out
rifle later found in his car with
as there are congregations who more
the fourth-degree assault(A misdemeanor) Lower Moreland Township
and about. a mile outside Philadelphia.
serial number removed, from the Bruce that was amende
congre
gations, said the Rev.
d by the grand jury
have the courage to follow the Daniel
Ottway home on Speaker Trail and
Vestal
of Atlanta, coordisecond
from
-degree assault. Allegedly
a
will of God, there will be a place nator
camera, typewriter and cash from the
for a group of 2,000 theohit Alex Rogers with a hatchet hanfor woman pastors," said the Rev. logical
Dexter home of his aunt, Judith Vaughn
ly moderate congregations.
, dle during a May 7 argument.
Julie Pennington-Russell, who
The newly elected president of
heads the congregation of Calvary the Southe
rn Baptists. James G.
•
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
"This is the only holiday that Baptist Church in Waco, Texas.
Merritt
.
a
47year-old conservative
Many blacks around the nation celebr
•
•
David Key. director of Baptist from
•
•
ates freedom — our freeSnellvi
lle,
Ga., responded by
will celebrate a different kind of dom,"
said Lundeana Thomas, co- studies at Emory University in saying: "I don't fear a split.
• Come by and visit us at our booth at the
I
Independence Day on June 19, directo
Atlanta, said, "A lot of churches don't even
r of the African American
Murray Calloway Co. Fair, We will be there
fear a splinter."
weeks before the Fourth of July. Theatr
to
e Program at the Universianswer your telephone, Internet and long disJuneteenth. as it's called,'com- ty of Louisv
ille, which holds an
tance questions. It would also be a perfect
memorates the day in 1865 that annual
Junete
enth festival.
time to sign up for our Internet or long disUnion Maj. Gen. Gordon Granger
IP
There will be two theater fesarrived in Galveston, Texas, with tivals
tance as well. Register for the free prize that
in Louisville this week. A
the news that slaveey had ended.
will be given away at the end of the week
Juneteenth celebration in Radcliff, From Page 1
of Covington and the Christian
The announcement, more than
Also, some other items will be given away
Ky., has grown from 20 particiAppalachian Project.
2
1/2
years
after
the signing of pants to about 300 in recent
each night of the fair, but everyone will be eliyears. director of the United Way.
Bunning's connection to the
the Emancipation Proclamation
In Washington, D.C., about
gible for the big prize at the end of the week.
,
Senato
rs
also
can't
sports
earn
money
world seems to extend to
spawned jubilant celebrations that 100000 people
are expected to by giving out their autographs. but his investment strateg
ies.
have
evolved into a general cele- attend a celebration that
IIIII Ala
IN
is being Bunning is allowed to do that
•
He owns $100.000 to $250,000
4.1.1 dn.. NISI SIM /MEP
bration of freedom.
billed as the first national obser- because he was so famou
s prior in Atlanta-based Bull Run. It's a
vance of Juneteenth.
to coming to the Senate. He is a company that provides specialized
The Fourth of July "did not Hall of Famer who
CORRECTION
pitched a per- services with a focus on sports
include a significant percentage of fect game in 1964
for the Philadel- marketing.
WEST KENTUCKY
the American population because phia Phillie
s.
Bunning also owns stock in
The total for the Murray State our ancestors were African slaves,
RURAL TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE CORPO
He
receiv
ed
RATION, INC.
nearly
$30,0
Ameri
00
ca Online and Tyco Interby
University 2000-01 budget is in ex- so it really completes the cycle
You can have personal telecommunications.
signing baseball cards and other national, a manufacturing and servcess
of
$100
million, not $1 million of independence celebrations," said
•
memorabilia. Bunning donated the ice company.
as reported in Wednesday's Ledger the Rev. Ronald V. Myers, chair•
money
to a foundation that bears
He reported capital gains of a
& Times. The Ledger regrets this man of the National Juneteenth
(•
A\
his name, but he took a $15,000 little more than $200,000,about half
error.
Observance Foundation in Wash- salary
from the foundation.
of which was from the sale of
ington.
Some of the organizations that Comair shares. Myers' organization also is cam- received money from the foundaFinancial disclosure forms for
paigning for a congressional apol- tion were: the Boys and Girls Club
House members are due to be
ogy for slavery.
of Greater Cincinnati, the Diocese released Thursday.
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Man loses keys, gets
II Baptists ...
stuck in portable toilet

'Juneteenth' marks slavery's end
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Baptist convention leader
has Kentucky connections

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

ON PATROL...Murray-Calloway County Parks pool lifeguard
Michael Moode watches a group of students in his Red
Cross lifeguarding class practice their breathing and swimming techniques Tuesday evening. For more information on
classes, call the Calloway County chapter of the American
Red Cross at 743-1421.

Ambassador: Congress
intruding on policies
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
Chinese ambassador to the United States said Wednesday that Congress should not meddle in the
internal affairs of his nation during consideration of trade relations
between the two countries.
"I believe we should call trade,
trade," Ambassador Li Zhaoxing
said during a brief press conference after a speech to a SinoAmerican trade conference.
Before the House approved permanent normal trade relations with
China earlier this month, it added
an amendment to establish a commission to monitor human rights
in China. The Senate has not yet
taken up the measure, but is likely to at least take up a matter
that would set up a system for
monitoring China's role in nuclear
weapons proliferation.
• "That bill still contains some
of the things we don't like," Li
said.

During his speech, Li said normal trade relations between the
two countries, and the likely entry
by China into the World Trade Organization that would follow, will
offer huge economic opportunities
for both nations.
In the heart of tobacco country, Li reminded the audience that
China has 300 million smokers.
The United States and China just
resolved a long-standing disagreement that barred the export of American tobacco to China. Li also
mentioned wheat, red meat, poultry, fruits, processed food and high
technology items on China's shopping list for American products.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Linda Linder remembers James G.
Merritt as a young country pastor
who delivered a forceful message
from the pulpit.
The, dynamic speaking style
remains, but his stage has broadened immensely since leaving Buck
Grove Baptist Church in Meade
County.
Merritt was elected Tuesday as
president of the Southern Baptist
Convention, the nation's largest
Protestant denomination, during its
annual convention in Orlando, Fla.
Merritt, pastor of the 11,000member First Baptist Church in
Snellville, Ga., has strong ties to
Kentucky. He attended Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville and preached at Kentucky churches.
Merritt was pastor at Buck Grove
from 1979 to 1983, when the country church surrounded by hay and
corn fields grew from 449 to 665
members. The church is four miles
east of Ekron and 10 miles west
of Fort Knox.
Linder, the church's secretary
for the past 28 years, said Merritt put a lot of energy into honing his speaking skills and message.

Annuals and Perennials along with
selected Container Shrubs.
All plants are still in good condition.

20% Off Bagged Soils and
Mulches and Fertilizers
Starting Fri. 16th and going till they're gone!
Ask about discounts for all products.
MI you need to do is just add water.

11E-IcofrrrirotIra s
Nursery
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COME OUT FOR

Like other pastors, he juggled
many tasks, including hospital visits to ailing church members and
presiding at funerals and weddings.

•
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FREEDOM FEST 2000
"SALUTE To VETERANS"

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
7-0-9
Pick 4:
3-3-3-2
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Clearance Sale
40% Off Spring Flowering

"He's a very good people per
son, a very good pastor," Linder
said Wednesday in a telephone interView. "My personal opinion, he'd
made a wonderful evangelist and
could follow in Billy Graham's foot
steps.
"He is such a dynamic speaker and people will respond to him.
People really accept Christ through
his preaching and through his
sage."
His oratorical skills still prompt
some Buck Grove church members to go listen to him speak
whenever he's in the region, Linder said.
John English, a deacon at Buck
Grove church during Merritt's
tenure, said Merritt was a good
pastor who deserved to share in
the credit for the church's growth.
The church now has 738 members.
But English, who considers himself a moderate on church matters, said he didn't always agree
with Merritt's conservatism.
A
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EVENING
Pick 3:
3-4-9
Pick 4:
2-3-5-4
Cash 5:
3-5-21-27-33
Lotto:
3-14-15-18-29-40

Enjoy 24 events designed for affordable family fun. For a *4
FiREE Events Guide or for more information, call Freedom
1
or
Fest Headquarters at(270) 759-2199, 1-800-715-5004,‘
1
send questions or comments to murtour@apex.net.
*
Uncle Sam,the Freedom Fest mascot,is back this year *
with another great chance to win a FREE trip to Cancun, *.**
Mexico,courtesy of Far Lands Travel.

Sponsored by:

at

"I believe we have very good
prospects," Li said.
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He found agreement from Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton, who pronounced himself an unabashed free
trader.

Farm Bureau
sues to stop rules
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky Farm Bureau and groups associated with the livestock industry
Wednesday sued the state over its
regulation of large-scale animal
feeding operations.

Flexibility

The suit in Franklin Circuit Court
seeks an injunction to stop the
Natural Resources Cabinet from
enforcing its regulation.
The regulation deals in large
part with water quality and the
copious amounts of manure produced by animals in large, concentrated feeding lots.
The most controversial part of
the regulation is its doctrine of
shared liability. Companies that own
the animals, and pay farmers to
raise them, share liability for environmental violations. Without the
regulation, farmers are solely liable.
No other state has shared liability. Farm Bureau and other critics say food companies will bypass
Kentucky because of it.

I

SUBSCRIBE

Wood Electronics
Authorized Agent of

© BELLSOUTH Mobility'
First Time Bellsouth Mobility
Customers Receive a Free Clear
Connect Antennae, Free
Cigarette Lighter Car Charger
and Free Leather Case!
Limited time offer. Some restrictions apply.

Unused minutes
automatically roll over to
next month's service, plus
free long distance on
packages over $35.00
Nokia Model 5120 Digital
Cell Phone only 919.9511

Wood Electronics
408 N. 12th St.(Neat to Pizza Hut)
Murray, KY •(270) 753-0530

Being a mom is tough. Being a
mom, employee, soccer parent and
household manager is incredible —
especially on your schedule.
And you know from experience
that when you need to visit the
doctor's office, it doesn't always fit
into your day. But now there's
CarePlus — medical care with
flexibility — provided on evenings
and weekends at Primary Care
Medical Center.
With CarePlus you can make an
evening or weekend appointment, or
simply come by while you're out
running errands — because we're
flexible. The best part is you can
take care of your health care issues
on your schedule.

Now Open
Nights & Weekends
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

8am-8pm
8 am -6 pm
1 pm -6 pm

CarePlus
A SERVICE Of PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL CENTER
480W • MEDICAL ARTS BUILIXNG
300 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET
MURRAY. KY 42071
(2701 759-9200 OR 800-932-2122
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Coming home to school

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Independent, Ashland
on school shooting:
The Kentucky Virtual High School has a tremenIt was the last day of school — literally — for
dous potential for helping thousands of teen-agers Barry Grunow.
throughout the state better prepare for college.
The Florida middle school teacher was gunned
To date, however, the new online high school
down .... just before the final bell of the school
Ira. barely scratched the surface of that potential. year. The shooter was Nathaniel Brazill, a sevNot to worry. New concepts .usually are slow to enth-grade honor student with perfect attendance.
s,itch on.
School officials sent him home earlier that day for
The Kentucky Virtual High School is not for tossing water balloons. ...
dropouts hoping to earn their high school degrees
Thus another life is snuffed out. Thus a boy's
trom the comfort of their home computer. Neither life has taken an irreversible turn. Thus the lives
is it for struggling students needing remedial help. a countless others — relatives, colleagues, classInstead, the high school on the Internet is aimed mates and acquaintances — are permanently marked
at bright students who desire to take challenging by the violence.
courses from well-qualified teachers. Students who - At these times, it is impossible to accept The
enrolls must have the approval of their local school argument by gun advocates, led by the National
district. which gives credit for successful comple- Ritle Association, that increased safety requiretion of the courses. All the work for each class ments — trigger locks, in this example — infringe
is done in cyberspace with the exception of the
on their Second Amendment rights.
final exam, which is taken at each student's school_
Would a trigger lock have saved Barry Grunow's
in the presence of a proctor.
life? Nothing in life is certain, but he might have
The Kentucky Virtual High School offers stu- suffered nothing worse than a water balloon —
dents in even the most remote areas of Kentucky not a bullet — to the head. ...
the opportunity to take courses the high schools
Trigger locks and other safety-minded requiredo not offer. For example, one of the courses ments are not too great a price to head off tragedies.
offered sia the Internet this summer is oceanograph>. How many Kentucky high schools offer that?
June 3 - The Indianapolis Star, on national
Ihe online courses require students to work on security:
their own, demanding a level of self-discipline that
The Clinton administration is a klutz. There is
many teens do not possess. However, for the no other explanation for the series of embarrassmature, highly motivated teen who is a self-starter, ing security breaches coming to light. (There is
the irturd high school opens up new fields of another explanation but we prefer not to believe
opportunity.. Although no area student has yet to the administration's top level officials are deliberselie this opportunity, expect that to change. The ately endangering the nation and its people.)
online high school gives bright teens another option
In the past year, worry has shifted from proin their quest for more learning.
tecting nuclear research secrets at Los Alamos to
a CIA director who mishandled classified information,
June 2 - The Herald-Journal of Spartanburg, to bugging and missing laptop computers at the
S.C., on the Elian Gonzalez case:
State Department, to the penetration by Israeli intelA tederal appeals court made the correct deci- ligence of the White House communications syssion this week, ruling that Elian Gonzalez cannot tem.
appeal for asylum in this country against his father's
Now comes news that investigators from the
ishes.
General Accounting Office, posing as federal agents
The court's ruling backed the wisdom of the or police, gained access to secure areas at two airofficials with the Immigration and Naturalization ports and 19 federal agencies. They were armed,
Service, who decided that a 6-year-old boy does carried briefcases or bags and used phony IDs
not know enough about politics to appeal for polit- obtained from sources advertising on the Internet.
ical asylum for himself. INS officials had declared
What's especially troubling about the lapses is
that only a parent can make those decisions for a that they result largely from carelessness or apachild.
thy on the part of agency heads and from a failAnd they are right. Decisions about "a child's ure to execute policy.
upbringing and what system of government a child
A Washington, D.C., security consultant conssill Ilse under is the prerogative of his parents.
firmed there is little security...consciousness among
Clinton administration officials. That's painfully obviJune 2 - Dubuque (Iowa) Telegraph Herald, ous.
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1 TOOK A TERM
WILL NOT Fe
k,.+NNINCI FOR ANOTHEFZ TERM.
i:PAOCizACY RELIJIRES 1\13 LESS.

The top three finishers in last
week's National Spelling Bee are
educated at home. The winner, 12year-old George Thampy of Missouri, placed second the previous
week in the National Geography
Bee.
You might ask what difference
this makes in the day of "spellcheck" and the Internet.
Plenty.
Contrast the pursuit of excellence and unique personal attention chat are the norm among
home schoolers with what occurs
in government schools, where the
curriculum is often dumbed-down
and non-academic subjects take
time away trom acquiring real
knowledge and the endangered
species known as wisdom.
In Massachusetts, the state board
of education is requiring math
teachers in secondary schools to
take the same exams they are giving their students to discover if
the teachers know the material.
It would appear not. Thirty percent of the students are failing
math statewide.
In Montgomery County, Maryland, an elementary school prin—
cipal has stepped down following
allegations that students had been
coached and allowed to cheat on
state achievement tests in order to
bolster the school's prestige. The
kids blew the whistle on their
authority figures.
,Those who are part of, or politically beholden to, the education
establishment are worried about
home schooling and how well children who participate do.
President Clinton thinks home
schoolers should be made to "prove
they are learning on a regular
basis" or be forced to go to government schools.
This is surprising, given that
home-schooled children 'consistently score higher on standardized tests than their governmentschool counterparts.
As for the myth that homeschooled kids aren't getting social-

CAL'S THOUGHTS

CAL THOMAS
Syndicated COILIMAin
ized, an ABC News reporter recently asked one how he feels about
that.
He indicated he is happy to
avoid school shootings and competition over clothes and cliques.
Home-schooled children have plenty of time to socialize, but in a
different environment.
The number of children taught
at home has increased from a minuscule 15,000 in 1978 to 1.5 million today. Academic resources are
better than ever, with Web pages
offering information about good
textbooks, teaching aids and supplemental materials.
But mostly home schooling
forges a special bond between parents and their children. It communicates to children how important they are that parents invest
so much time in them.
It also earns dividends for parents who are able to shape their
own children's intellectual and
moral development and not turn that
responsibility over to an agent of
the state, who, no matter how
good a teacher, will always be
required to teach the state's values and the state's perspective on
subjects from sex to history and
biology.
Children educated at home are
some of the friendliest, most articulate and socially comfortable people I've met.
They look you in the eye.
They speak in complete sentences, eschewing verbal crutches
such as "you know" and "she
goes." They aren't robots, but neither are they freaks. They are, I
suspect, the way most parents would
like their children to be: smart, kind,
courteous, respectful and seeking

to live a moral life
A huge political battle is just
beginning over school choice. Most
people think American public education was here at our nation's
founding.
In fact, the early American
schools were mostly religious, private, controlled by parents and in
competition with each other.
The objective was to educate
students, not establish an education bureaucracy and careers for
teachers.
The public schools were started in order to mainstream immigrants, inculcate them with American values and erase cultural diversity for the sake of a united nation.
Parents were seen as "unfit
guardians" of their own children,
according to Andrew Coulson in
"Education: The Unknown HistoAs economists Rose and Milton Friedman have written, "Nearly 150 years after its inception,
the public school system has segregated the population more deeply
between the 'have's and the havenot's' by creating a gulf of learning deprivation too wide to cross
for the many low-income, minority children whom it fails."
Their solution is school choice,
including home schooling.
Parents would again be given
the option of deciding where their
children should be educated and
the financial resources to help
make their choice a reality.
That can only spell "s
:
u-c-c-es-s" for the children and the country

Making history in education
For the first time, I'm beginning to believe that one day in
the not-too-distant future Kentucky's system of public higher education will be mentioned in the same
lofty lists that include public universities in North Carolina, Indiana and Michigan.
That's because things are happening on Kentucky campuses that
are sweeping away generations of
parochialism and paranoia that
served to keep the states colleges
and universities at best in the
lower rungs of higher education
nationally.
Quality almost always has given
way to quantity when it comes to
everything from academic courses
to dormitories.
Only when it came to collegelevel basketball were the quantity
of national championships equaled
by the quality of the game played
by Kentucky college teams.
It seems fairly clear, however,
that the same reach for excellence
on the basketball court now has
permeated into college classrooms
and campus administrative offices.
For example, who would have
conceived only a few years ago
that any major state university in
Kentucky would close down an
entire school voluntarily to preserve resources and redirect them
in other, more critical areas, including higher pay for faculty members?
That's what was proposed last
week at the University of Louisville,
where a committee of faculty, students and administrators came up
with the idea of closing down
UofL's School of Allied Health
Sciences, which offers degrees in
such areas as medical technician
fields.
The estimated $1.1 million say-

ANALYSIS
TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
ings will be earmarked for priority programs identified by President John Shumaker's Challenge for
Excellence, a long-range plan to
make UofL one of the nation's
leading public urban universities.
There are several historic firsts
involved in all this.
Rarely has any university in Kentucky planned much beyond the
two-year state budget cycle, let
alone looked ahead to 2008 when
Shumaker wants UofL to arrive
at national prominence.
And certainly, shutting down an
entire degree program is almost
unprecedented in Kegtucky, where
adding degree programs on top of
degree programs on top of degree
programs — and duplicating degree
programs at other universities —
is the way of doing business. Or
was.
A second exciting development
came at practically the same time
as the Uofl. announcement.
The Kentucky Community and
Technical College System is teaming up with Cisco Systems Inc.
— the international leader in Inter
net networking — to train Kentucky students to design, build and
maintain computer networks.
These, or course, are the jobs
of the future, the jobs involving
information technology that offer
high pay — $30,000 to $50,000
a year — and a virtually limitless
future as Kentucky. the United
States and the rest of the world
hurtle through cyberspace.

All of this has come about since
Gov. Paul Patton, in his first inaugural speech, laid down a challenge to the state universities to
begin thinking in terms of quality instead of quantity.
Most of the university heads
didn't catch Patton's drift — or
at least hoped it would drift away.
But the governor was determined to turn a so-so higher education system into something to
be proud of, and consequently convinced members of the General
Assembly to reform the way the
system is governed and to put big
money into creating top-quality
academic programs at all of the
universities, but especially UofL
and the University of Kentucky.
And he wrenched the community colleges away from UK,joined
them with the state's technical
schools under an independent governing board and challenged them
to go beyond mediocrity in their
efforts.
Would the old higher education
system have jettisoned a program
at UofL and allied the community colleges with a world leader in
compute technology?
Not likely.
And that demonstrates exactly
how far we have come in a few
years in thinking about higher education and Kentucky's future.
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Mrs. Mamie Mae Ford

Mrs. Martha Wilkins
Mrs. Martha Schmidt Wilkins, 61, Frankfort, died Monday. June
12, 2000, at her home.
She was a member of Frankfort Boone Plaza Church of Christ. A
graduate of North Marshall High School and Murray State University, she was a former teacher at North Marshall High School. She was
preceded in death by her father, Draffen Schmidt.
Survivors include her husband, Harold Wilkins, former resident of
Murray; one daughter, Mrs. Karen Schneider, Frankfort; one son, Kevin
Wilkins, Lexington; three grandchildren, Ryan Schneider, Brett Wilkins
and Lindsey Schneider; her mother, Mrs. Marguerette Schmidt, Calvert
City.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. at Calvert City Church of
Christ. W. Tom Hall will officiate. Burial will follow in Calvert City
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, from 5 to 8
p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart Association, Western Region, 222 Kentucky Ave., Suite 4, Paducah, KY
42003-1548.
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Mrs. Mamie Mae Ford, 62, Peach Orchard Road, Murra. died
today, Thursday. June 15, 2000, at 4 a.m. at her home.
She was founder of D & M. Market, Murray.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Virginia Smart
The funeral mass for Mrs. Virginia Smart will be Friday at 11 a.m.
at St. Leo Catholic Church. Fr. Ray Goetz will officiate. Burial will
follow in Bazzell Cemetery in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 5 p.m.
today (Thursday).
Mrs. Smart, 66, Nash Drive, Murray, died Wednesday. June 14,
2000, at 6:30 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Born Dec. 29, 1933, in Springfield. Mass., she was the daughter
of the late Norman Liffiton and Laura E. Founier Liffiton. One si, EAGLE SCOUTS...James Anderson Henry, left, and Nathan
ter also preceded her in death.
Bruce Henry Jr. received their rank of Eagle Scouts in a
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Jackie Cunningham and ceremony at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
husband, Steve, New Concord, and Mrs. Laura Olson and husband,
Terry, and Mrs. Amanda Tipton and husband,•David. all of Murray;
six grandchildren, Tracie Cunningham, Jessica Cunningham, Tiffany
Taylor, Dominique Taylor, Katrina Olson and Summer Tipton, one
great-grandchild, Amber Leann Coy.

Rev. Francis W. (Fran) Grantz
By MICHELLE HANSEN
BBBS Coordinator
I really enjoy living in Calloway County. I enjoy the seasons and the changes they bring.
I like the relaxed feeling that
comes with the summer heat.
I often say that living in Murray is like living in a Country
Time Lemonade commercial, where
time slows to a turtle's pace and
you feel good when you close
your eyes at the end of the evening.
The other night, when the humidity was on its way up, I was sitting on the front steps of my
house with my 3-year-old son. We
were discussing how busy the ants
were when his life was changed
forever. He saw his first lightning
bug.
Now, I am sure that you can
remember when you, or your own
children, found these little flying
insects incredibly'fascinating, and
the same thing happened to my
son. His whole world stopped as
darkness descended upon us, and
more lightning bugs appeared.
As I watched him chase, yell
and laugh, I was instantly moved
to get up and chase them myself.
So, there we were, the two of us,
out chasing lightning bugs until way
past my son's bed-time.
When we finally went inside,
smiles on our faces, my husband
commented on how funny we
looked, running around the yard
with our arms flapping. You know
something; it did not matter. I had
made an incredible memory with
my son. It is a memory that I

will cherish forever. I saw life
through the eyes of my son and
it felt good!
As I came to work today, the
thought struck me. I was able to
play. I forgot to be a grown up
and I just had fun. It was great!
Now, some of you may know
this feeling. Others of you may
wish to try it out. I have a solution for you - be a mentor. In the
Big Brothers Big Sisters program,
you are encouraged to do fun things,
with a child at your side.
I enjoy hearing our Big Brothers and Big Sisters talk about new
experiences that their Little Brothers and Little Sisters are having.
Imagine seeing a child grow a
tomato, swim for the first time,
touch a cat or meet a person of
a different nationality for the first
time.
When you let yourself see things
through the eyes of a child, it can
be life changing. I found a quote
from George Bernard Shaw, which
sums up my feelings well. "We
don't stop playing because we
grow old; we grow old because
we stop playing."
I encourage you today to consider a way that you can play!
Consider being a mentor and look
at life through•the eyes of a child!
Oh, and go chase some lightening bugs, it will make you smile!
If you are interested in the Big
Brothers Big Sisters of MurrayCalloway County program, please
call the Murray Family YMCA at
759-BBBS (2227).

Patton gives workers raise
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Gov.
Paul Patton on Wednesday signed
an order to raise entry-level wages
for state employees.
Increases average 7.4 percent,
according to a statement from Patton's office.'Patton said during his
State of the Commonwealth address
in January that he wanted to adjust
state government pay grades.
His executive order moved some
employees into higher pay grades,
though still in grades lower than
they should be, and standardized
salary differences between pay
grades at 10 percent, the statement said.

CAN YOU HEAR
BUT DON'T
UNDERSTAND
WORDS?
A free offer of special interest to
those who hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model of
the smallest Beltone aid of its kind
will be given absolutely free to anyone who sends for this free model
now.
Send for this model, put it on and
wear it in the privacy of your own
home: It will show you how tiny
hearing help can be. It is not real
hearing aid and it's yours top keep
free. The actual aid weighs less than
an eighth of an ounce, and it's all at
ear level, in one unit.
These models are free, so we suggest you write for yours now. Again.
we repeat, there is no cost, and certainly no obligation. All hearing
problems are not alike and some cannot be helped by a hearing aid but
many can. So, send for your free
model now. Thousands have already
been mailed, so be sure to write today
to Beltone Hearing Aid Service, 918
Broadway, P.O. Box 2426, Paducah,
KY 42002.
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at the end of 1995.
In addition to patrol leader, historian, librarian and scribe, James
has performed the duties of chaplain's aid and senior patrol leader.
His merit badges include plant science, American labor, space exploration and textiles.
For his service project. James
participated in a recent effort to
clean and mark neglected gravesites
in abandoned cemeteries in the Land
Between the Lakes. His immediate plans are to finish high school.
Scoutmaster Painter and Assistant Scoutmaster Racaan Mandeel
praised the boys' grandmother, Virginia Henry, for her efforts in
guiding the brothers in this special way.
An Eagle Scout must acquire
a minimum of 21 merit badges
(II of which are general requirements), hold a leadership position
within the troop for six months upon
becoming Life Scout, and must
also initiate and organize a project of community service that is
sufficiently noble for the rank of
Eagle Scout.
The candidate must present his
accomplishments before a board
of review, and convince the members that he lives up to the scout
oath and laws in all ways. Painter
added.

What Do You Want
From Your Bank?

Investments Since

Iwanta bank that
knows ny business.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

To succeed, I need more than a

Chg.

Dow Jones lad. Avg___ 10722.86 + 34.91
.35% +%
Air Products
2,
/
33%+1
AT&T
471/2+%,
Bell South
41%,+%
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb-55%i+%
.37% +%
Caterpillar
Daimler Chrysler
.33 +,I1
Dean Foods
82%+%
Exxon-Mobil
Firstar.
47% -%
Ford Motor
.50% -%,
General Electric
67% -%
General Motors
.34% -%
Goodrich
26% -%
Goodyear
2A
/
11 B 111
HopFed Bank*
116%+%
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
444+%
Intel
127%+ 1%
19+'!.
Kroger
23% unc
LG & E
Lucent Tech
60/.,+3%
13% -%
Mattel
McDonalds
.32% +%
73%+,
Merck
Microsoft
71%+
J.C. Penney
18 +14
Pfizer, Inc.
Quaker Oats
74 +%
Schering-Plough
48% +%
Sears
Texaco
.57% -%
Time Warner
78%+ 1%
Union Planters
31%UST
2,unc
/
161
Wal-Mart
55% +%

bank. I need a business partner. A
banker who recognizes potential for
growth and understands my need to
move quickly when opportunity
strikes. That's why I do business with
The Murray Bank. I want to rely on
local decision makers. When I need
capital, I need it now. I get quick
response from The Murray Bank.
Which means my customers get fast
service from me.
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Hilkard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock.
unc - price unchanged
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Murray Bank

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366
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"This is an occasion of pride
and joy, as well as a time for
serious contemplation," said Larry
Painter. scoutmaster of Boy Scout
Troop 77, on June 10 as he initiated two brothers, Nathan Bruce
Henry Jr. and James Anderson
Henry, in the rank of Eagle Scout,
at a ceremony at New Mt. Carmel
Baptist Church.
Painter Said "it is a remarkable
achievement for little over 2 percent of scouts will ever advance
to this coveted level."
Nathan, now almost 18, began
scouting at the age of 9. In 1995
he transferred to Troop 77 where
in November 1996 he became Life
Scout. He has served as patrol
leader, historian, librarian, scribe,
assistant senior patrol leader and
junior assistant scoutmaster.
In his merit badges, he has
earned three in citizenship (community. nation and world), safety,
engineering, home repairs and
American heritage. For his service project. Nathan conducted a food
drive for Need Line of Murray.
This fall Nathan will enter Murray State University to major in
architectural drafting and design.
James, a senior at Calloway
County High School, began Cub
Scouts in 1991, "crossed over" in
md be,ilan with Troop 77

It was not clear how many
employees were affected.

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Name

The Rev. Francis W. (Fran) Grantz, 75. Ballwin, Mo.. father of
Tom Grantz of Murray, died Thursday. June 8, 2000, at St. Luke's
Hospital, Chesterfield, Mo.
For many years he was an instructor of the Dale Carnegie course,
and owned Grantz & Associates, a public relations consulting firm.
Ordained as a minister in June 1956. he served 44 years as a minister at Evangelical Covenant Churches in Conover, Wis., DuBois,
Penn., Pomeroy, Iowa, Sioux city, Iowa. and St. Louis. Mo. He was
pastor of the United Church of Christ. Labadie. Mo., and was currently serving Trinity United Church of Christ, St. Louis.
Rev. Grantz attended the University of California at Los Angeles
and North Park Theological Seminary. Chicago, and received his bachelor's degree from Buena Vista College, Storm Lake, Iowa. He served
as a bombardier of a B-17 shot down over Germany and was a prisoner of war during World War II, obtaining the rank of staff sergeant.
He was involved in the Rotary, Masons, American Legion, Eden
Seminary and U.C.C. Conference Boards. He also served as chaplain
and president .of the 99th Bomb Group Historical Society.
Born March 8, 1925, in Fresno, Calif., he was the son of the late
Carl Einer Grantz and Ruth Carlson Grantz. One sister, Bonnie Grants,
and one granddaughter, Karrin Grantz, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elys (Nel) Greenwall Grants. to
whom he was married on Jan. 19, 1951, in Wausa, Neb.; one daughter, Mrs. Cindy George and husband, Don, Wildwood, Mo.; three sons.
Ted Grantz and wife, Zaida, Springhill. Fla.. Tim Grants and wife.
Pam, Ballwin, and Tom Grantz and wife, Teri. Murray; one brother.
Lee Grantz and wife, Margene. Idaho; eight grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.
Memorial services will be Saturday. June 17. at Trinity United
Church of Christ, St. Louis. The Rev. Bob Smith and the Rev. Richard
Brandon will officiate.
Private interment was at Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery with
Nieburg-Vitt Funeral Home, Washington. Mo.. in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Trinity United Church
of Christ Organ Fund, 4700 S. Grand Ave., St. Louis. MO.

Local Boy Scouts
receive Eagle rank

A Better Way OfBanking
Oho Moon; Lender•Mesta FDK

1000 Whitnell • Murray Ky • 170 7535626
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Hoover installed as
Tri Alpha president

HAPPY

o

21

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.

LISA HOLT

Matinees Everyday
through July 30

Gone In 60 Seconds
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:45 - 7:25 - 9:45
Big Momma's House
PG13- 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 -

AWARD WINNER...Pictured are members of Westwood 4-H
from
Club who recently won a national honor. They are,
Jacinda
,
left, bottom, Heather Ferguson, Joel Ferguson
Lewis, Audrey Ferguson, middle, Emily Futrell, LaShawn
Lewis, Whitney Alexander, back, Meg Futrell, Ann Ferguson
and Joshua Lewis.

Westwood 4-H Club
wins national award
Westwood 4-H Club of Murray has won a national award on
its community service project. The
theme was "Murray-Calloway
County makes a difference in the
community."
The club won the national award
in the 27th annual search for the
commynities best service project
by Young Americans. They conducted a successful community
project, and their actions have
won high honors in the 2000 "Colgate Youth for America" campaign.
The announcement was made
in New York this month by young
cast members of "Beverly Hills
90210," Ian Ziering, Luke Perry,
Lindsay Price and Vincent Young,
this year's judging panel for the
program which encourages responsibility in young people.
Volunteer 4-H leaders Alice
Like. Donna Alexander and Debbie Futrell said "the 4-Hers had
done many good deeds that makes
a difference in the lives of the

Vera Bradley Designs

A lot of Style in a little handbag.

_Shanghai Noon
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:30 - 7:15 - 9:30
Mission Impossible 2
PG13 • 1:10 - 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40
Walt Disney's Dinosaur

PG - 1:05 - 3:05 - 7:05 - 9:0.5

Road Trip
R- 1:20 - 3:15 - 7:20 - 9:15
Gladiator

Vintage Rose Emporium

R- 1:00 - 3:50 - 7:00 - 9:50
Program Information
Call 753-3314

Finer

Gift & Bridal Registry

111 South 4th St • 270-759-2100
Laroest VI3D Collection in Western Kentucky

Cefeb-rativ
YEVRS

YOU ARE INVITED
TO A
RETIREMENT RECEPTION
HONORING
J. STUART POSTON
FOR HIS
OF SERVICE TO
YEARS
28
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
AND THE COMMUNITY
FRIDAY, JUNE 16,2000
4:00 P.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
MURRAY COUNTRY CLUB
PROGRAM AT 5:00 P.M.

While visiting the Calloway County Public Library, I was so
pleased to see the exhibits on Father's Day and weddings in
the display cases in the lobby and just inside the main library.
The Father's Day exhibit included books and other items
concerning the special day which will be observed on Sunday.
According to the World Book Encyclopedia, the first Father's
Day was celebrated June 19, 1910, in Spokane, Wash., and
finally in 1972 President Richard NI. Nixon signed Father's Day
into law.
The wedding exhibits include pictures from some of the weddings of special local people, along with books, decorations, a
wedding gown, tuxedo, etc. This is appropriate since many people plan June weddings.
Wasn't it wonderful yesterday, Flag Day, to see the many
flags publicly displayed at homes and businesses here? The
World Book Encyclopedia says "Flag Day is celebrated on June
14- in memory of the day in 1777 when the Continental Congress adopted the Stars and Strips as the official flag of the
United States. In 1949 President Harry S. Truman officially
recognized June 14 as Flag Day by signing the National Flag
Day Bill."

Youth trip is scheduled

people of the community."
The 4-Hers contributed to many
different organizations some of
which are providing snacks for
the Critical Care waiting room at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital in October; participating in
Make A Difference Day; walking
in the American Heart Association "Walk for Heart"; adopting a
secret pal; WATCH activity programs; Santa Project; and Relay
for Life.
The club made monetary donations to American Heart Association, Relay for Life. Santa Project, WATCH Activity Program
and United Way.
As a part of Westwood Club's
recognition, it received $100,fourth
place prize, and each member was
honored with "Colgate Youth for
America" winners certificates.

Edwards
named to
publication
Shona Edwards of Murray has
named an All-American • Scholar
by the United States Achievement
Academy.
A student at Calloway Count),
Middle School, she was nominated by the award by Linda Patterson, teacher. To be named for
this honor, she must earn a 3.3
or higher grade point average.
Her biography will appear in
the scholar yearbook.
Edwards is the daughter of
Jimmy and Patricia Edwards of
Murray.
Her grandparents are Naomi
Nolen and the late Bill Edwards
of Tatumsville, Don Knodel of
Panama City Beach, Fla., and
Rachel Nowrocki of Barryton.
Mich.
1100 CHESTNUT MURRAY •753-1133

SCHOLARSHIP
AWARD...Luke E. Puckett, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Puckett of Dexter, has been awarded a scholarship to pursue
an associate of applied science degree in electronic
engineering technology at the
Institute of Electronic Technology, Paducah. Puckett is
a 2000 graduate of Calloway
County High School.

NAMED...Erica Trenholm is
pictured with the Lulu Young
Memorial plague on permanent display at Murray High
School.
rell. president, Jessie Radke, vice
president; Lindsay Atkins, secretary; Erika Trenholm, treasurer;
Katie Alcott, chaplain; Dana Parker, service chairman; Elizabeth
Trawick, social chairman.
The ceremony followed a dinner honoring the senior members
and hosted by the underclassmen.
Erica Trenholm was the recipient of the Lulu Young Memorial Award. She was selected by
the underclassmen as the junior who
hest exemplifies the Christian standards of the club. Her name has
been engraved on a plaque which
is on permanent display at the
school.
Tri Alpha is a service club
affiliated with the Kentucky Youth
Association of the State YMCA.
Membership is open to all high
school girls who maintain a scholastic average of 2.5 and who are
interested in school and community service, according to Jane
Blankenship. club sponsor.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

,Iirts of Distinction from the Southwest

Laura Lee Hoover, a senior.
will serve as president of the Murray High Tri Alpha during the 20002001 school year. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Hoover.
Assisting her will he Heather
Blalock. daughter of Gail Dick
and Robert Blalock. vice president: Jill Farley, daughter of Sue
and Jack Farley, secretary: Alissa
Volp. daughter of Robert and Bren
da Volp. treasurer. Emily Thoma
son, daughter of Dale and Sonia
Lauren
chaplain:
Thotnason.
Owens, daughter of Barbara Goeti.
service/social chairman.
The new officers were installed
at Murray High School by the
retiring officers who are Meg Far-

JO'S DATEBOOK

Woodmen of the World Youth have a trip planned to the Cumberland Science Museum in Nashville, Tenn., on June 28. The
group will meet at the Municipal Parking lot at 8 a.m. and return
at approximately 5:30 p.m. This trip is limited to the first 60
callers. For reservations and information call 753-4377.

Zirbel at Vanderbilt Center
Cody James Zirbel of North 17th Street, Murray, is still a patient
at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Room 6223, Nashville, TN 37232.
Zirbel, 13, who will be in the eighth grade this fall, was critically injured in a bicycle-car accident at the intersection of 121 Bypass
and Gilbert Graves Drive on May 28. Cody's friends said he would
really appreciate receiving cards and letters from his classmates,
families and friends while he is in the hospital.

Erwin reunion will be Saturday

An Erwin reunion will be Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. All descendants of John Johnson and Sara Marie
Allison Erwin are invited. A potluck lunch will be served at noon
with drinks being furnished.

Singles (SOS) plans events

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) have activities planned for
today (Thursday) and Saturday. Events tonight include Mayfield
Dance from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. and Singles Bowling League at
6:30 p.m. On Saturday the singles will meet at 4 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot. Murray, to go fro Miniature Golf/Go Carts at
Draffenville. The SOS is for all singles, whether widowed, divorced
or never married. For information call Margaret at 759-3950, Wendell at 759-0625 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754..

Diabetes summer camp planned

A free one-day camp for school-age children with diabetes will
be July 8 from 8 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the portion of the MurrayCalloway County Park behind Coast to Coast and the old Wal-Mart
building. The camp will be staffed by area physicians, nurses, registered dietitians and other community volunteers. Preschoolers are
invited to participate if accompanied by an adult. Blood glucose
monitors with supplies and lunch and snacks will be provided.
Swimming, a puppet show, games and diabetes education will be
featured. Pre-registration is required by June 30. For more information or to register, contact Ann Ingle, certified diabetes educator at Murray-Calloway County Hospital at 762-1490.

Between the Rivers meets June 24

Between the Rivers, Inc. will have its annual meeting on June
24 at 2 p.m. at the Jenny Ridge picnic area in the Land Between
the Lakes recreation area. The purpose of the meeting will be to
elect new officers and board of directors, and to discuss such other
matters as may come before the membership.

Special event on Saturday

Kentucessee Finish Line and Kentucessee Racer Running Club
of Benton will have a Dad's Day 5K Run and Fitness Walk on
Saturday starting at north entrance and check station of Land
Between the Lakes just south of Grand Rivers. Race time will be
6:30 p.m. For more information call Keith Abell, race director, at
1-270-527-6988.

MHS Class of 1950 plans event

Murray High School class of 1950 will have its 50-year reunion
on Friday and Saturday. A banquet will be Friday evening at Murray State University Curtis Center and a breakfast will be Saturday at 8:30 a.m. at Green Horse Cafe. After breakfast the group
will tour Murray Middle School, former Murray High School, at
10 a.m. Any other former students friends wishing to visit with
1950 class members are invited to come to the middle school Saturday morning when the group will be making their tour.
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FATHER'S DR
COIN4 RUFFET
3ather's Day Special
CAN
YOV
All
25% OFF
MT
LA: North 12th Street
Offer Good June 14 thru 18th

Pier 1 Imports
• is pleased to have
Stacy Pintar
bride-elect of
Jason McKinney
join our
bridal registry.

Buffet With Coupon

(rsther's Only)
F,-,'.h Buffet, Fresh Dertsert. Selad &

(Next door to Taco John's)

MURRAY-CAUDWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL

Bridaf
RegistrY

Cream

600
Central Shopping Center • Murray, KY •(270)753-8918
111:01 am..111:15) p.m.
ON
PE DAILY Mu,..
• Sim.: 10:10 i m.-97:10 pen
A. i..;„.1 10.311 a.m.•1030 p.m.

Piorlimports
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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Aurora. KY
hwy 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at 5pm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail

bistro specials
I.;very evening mid-June -- mid-Aug
closed M & T in Spring & Fall
SOLOIST...Heather Wright, right, was soloist for the May
brunch of Christian Women's Club of Murray. At left is her
sister, Jennifer Wright Wilson. The club will have its next
brunch on Friday at 10 a.m. at Green Horse Cafe, Highway
121 North, Murray.

Hart selected by Rotary Club
Fulton Hart, a 2000 senior graduate at Murray High School, was
recently selected as the Rotary
Club Student of the Month.
He is the son of Terry and
Leah Hart.
Hart has served his class as
president his junior and senior
years, and was a student council
representative his entire high school
career. He also served as treasurer of the council.
Involved in many clubs, Hart
served as an officer in Hi-Y, French
Club, Tiger Pride and Co-Ed Y.
He was a PSI leader, a PALS
leader, also worked on the award
winning school newspaper, The
Black and Gold, and was co-editor of the 2000 yearbook.
Hart was also a letterman in
two sports. He was co-captain of
the soccer team, receiving district
and regional honors as goalkeeper, and played four years on the
baseball team.
He was voted "Most Dependable" in the senior superlatives;
was prom king his junior year;
selected as Mr. Murray High
School; and chosen as a student

OPP

CHAPTER AWARD...Murray Chapter of International
Association of Administrative Professionals® received the
education award, based on the number of seminars,
courses and
other educational programs sponsored by the chapte
r as
well as the number of educational opportunities
utilized by
the members, of the Kentucky Division at the annual
meeting hosted by the Murray chapter May 19-21. Pictur
ed, from
left, Cathy Thompson CPS, education chair; Gale
Vinson,
president; Marion Hale, Kentucky Division presid
ent; and
Sharion Bailey, Kentucky Division education chair.

c/
s1
4 Open every evening::

6

FULTON HART
of the week.
Hart also has been active in
his church youth group and has
gone on two mission trips. He is
on the First Christian Church Youth
Advisory and Youth Leader Search
Committees.
The MHS graduating senior
plans to attend Murray State University this fall.

.•

Attend The
Murray-Calloway
County
Fair

-

• •

Calloway Monument Co.
A third generation business, still
serving the monument needs of Murray &
Western Ky. Quality at a price you can
afford continues to be our promise. Each
memorial receives personal attention to
ensure our customers satisfaction.
-

Rose receives law degree
Scott Rose received the degree
of lurk Doctor at the 171st final
exercises of the University of Virginia in Charlottesville on May
21
Rose was an honor graduate
of Murray High School in 1990
and graduated magna cum laude
from
Vanderbilt
University,
Nashville, Tenn., with a bachelor
of arts degree in political science
in 1994.
Between college and law school,
he worked on Capitol Hill in
Washington, D.C., for Sen. Fred
Thompson of Tennessee.
In August he will begin a twoyear clerkship with The Hon.
Robert L. Echols, chief judge of
the United States District Court
for the Middle District of Tennessee, Nashville.
Rose is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Winfield Rose of Murray.

ISP Channel together with Mediacom bring you high
speed Internet access over cable
at up to 10 times faster than 56K phone modems A
cable modem means no phone
hrtpts required; so you get instant connections, imiechbly
fast downtoads, and you're
more productive online.

4

• `•

ISP Channel's faster connection makes it the best Internet
access value And our 24/7
tech support is always there if you need us. So wake
up to ISP Channel now It will
change the way you think about the Internet

Last chance, call Mediacom today to order ISP Channel
.
Get your first month of service and installation for
only
$49.95. That's a savings of S59.95
527-3211 or
1-800-444-5353

3

Mediacom

Sc,

.•

,17117 Wes( Main SI.• Murray •753-1962
• ..
;

rederyatitany accepted any
.ght

eservation hotline
14400-474-2770

Wake up to high speed Internet access
with a cable modem

SARA BURKEEN

_

call 474-2773

Slow Internet
Access is a Snore

Burkeen named
scholar winner
Sarah Burkeen of Murray has
been named an All-American
Scholar by the United States
Achievement Academy.
To be named for this honor, a
student must earn a 3.3 or higher grade point average. She is a
student at Calloway County Middle School. Her biography will
appear in the scholar yearbook.
Burkeen is the daughter of
Mikeal and Susan Burkeen of Murray.
Her grandparents are Bill and
Mary Burkeen of Dexter, Bill Parker of Murray, and the late Glen
and Patricia Rudolph of Hardin.

www.brtissItstatertarcsititarant won.
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SCOTT ROSE

Resist/3
Pier I Imports
is pleased to have
Janise Greer
bride-elect of
Aaron Page
join our
bridal registry.

rimil imports
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
,m• an,
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YCIrUE t CCIDID MAN
CI-1AUILIE IMCWN
by Clark Gesner

S-taged and DireC+e4 by
S+ephen Keene 4 tviifty Su++on
MICHAEL DUNNAGAN . ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

JUNE 8 through JUNE 24
THURS 7:30 PM
FRI & SAT 8 PM
SUN 2 PM
Murray-Calloway Park, Murray, KY.

RESERVATIONS 270-759-1752

THE FAMILYNET SHARE PLAN:"
UP TO FIVE WIRELESS PHONES AND
ONE BIG SERVING OF MINUTES.
Now you can gct everyone in yourfamily a wireless phone,
and get a cheaper rate in the
process. Here's how the FamilyNet Share Plan works:
just choose a GTE HomeChoice"
s
plan and addfamily membersforjust $10per line.
Then you can sharefrom the same pool
of wireless minutes. That way, everyone gets their
own phone_
and there are always plenty of minutes to go aroun
d. As always,
this offer is also available to existing GTE
Wireless customers.

VISIT ONE OF THE LOCATIONS
BELOW OR A PARTICIPATING GTE WIRELESS AGENT
For Information on corporat
e sales cell 1-800-89

1,70

GTE Wireless Agent:
Murray
CELLTOUCH, Inc,
Dixieland Shopping Center
(270) 767-9111

•
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Playhouse pays homage to Schulz, Charlie Brown
By MICHAEL DUNNAGAN
Artistic Director
Did you know that Charlie
Brown, who is 8 years old, will
be celebrating his 50th anniversary in October?

He still holds up and hasn't
aged a day. Playhouse in the Park's
musical production of this classic
cartoon character is imaginative
and great fun for the entire family.

See State Farm Agent:
Don Henry
270/753-9935
302 East Main Street
Murray. KY

"It's no accident
State Farm
insures more
cars than
anyone else."

statefann.com
SLite Farm Mutual Automobile Imairance Comrum no in NJ1
State Fami Indeninit Compain \J , • Home ()like. Bloomivon.

Charles M. Schulz's, famous
Peanuts character was written as
a musical and first presented OffBroadway in 1967. Gary Burghoff,
the first stage actor to portray
Charlie Brown was catapulted into
fame and gobbled up by Hollywood to play Radar in the now
infamous television show, M.A.S.H.
There have been countless productions of "You're a Good Man
Charlie Brown" nationally and
internationally, but recently there
has been a resurgence of interest
since Schulz died this year.
I had always wanted to present this play and when I scheduled it for the Playhouse, little
did I know how timely it would
be.
1 understand that the publishers have closed the rights to the
play as they are presenting it on
Broadway.
It was very eerie to find out
that Mr. Schulz had announced
the retirement of the Peanuts cartoon and on the Sunday the last
Peanuts went to press, he died.
Playhouse in the Park has dedicated this production of "You're
a Good Man Charlie Brown" to
Schulz, the father and inventor.
Playhouse certainly has done a
wonderful job in this tribute. Misty
Sutton and Stephen Keene have
staged. choreographed and handled
the music exquisitely.
The actors move from one scene
to the next with confidence and

Kopperud Realty's

OPEN HOUSES
Friday, June 16, 2000 • 4 p.m.-6 p.m.

2200 Brookhaven

108 Haynes Creek

Preston Heights SID
Constructed in 94,this quality home features
oversize great room, beautiful crown molding, spacious corner lot. Owners relocating,
take possession by July 4th. MLS #3001897

Located in Oaks Country Club Estates, this
immaculate 3br/2ba home has a beautiful
yard, lots of storage and energy efficient too!
MIS #3001872

753-1222

711 Main St.

great ease. Adam Blodgett portrays the title role of Charlie Brown
with panache and character.
Nicole Schmitou, Lucy, delivers up a powerful performance of
cunningness, badness and a great
deal of humor.
Schroeder, played by newcomer, Nathan Erwin, delivers up a
dry sense of wit as if he were a
veteran of stage. Katie Ouellette
is back as Peppermint Patty.
Playhouse audiences should
remember her award-winning performance as Helen Keller in the
"Miracle Worker." Lucy's little
brother, Linus, is comically played
by Logan Pierce who steals the
show with his musical number,
"My Blanket and Me."
Nuithia Snyder's powerhouse
performance as Snoopy is the price
of admission. Other outstanding
supporting cast members are Corrie Rinehardt, Hannah Rinehardt,
Ashley Jackson and Elysa Durbin.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" continues its run at Playhouse in the Park Thursday at
7:30 p.m., Fridays and Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.

Snoopy, played by Nuithia Snyder, attempts once again to
shoot down the elusive Red Baron in the Playhouse in the Park
production of "You're a Good Man, Charlie Brown." The show
is being presented Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. The show closes June 24.
The show closes June 24.
You won't want to miss this
delightful musical unless you want

to travel to the Big Apple to see
it. Call 759-1752 for more information.

rown's piano students
present recital at MSU
Piano students of Mrs. Eleanor Brown presented a recital on May Adams, Alex Adams, Stephanie
Brown presented a recital on May 20 in Farrell recital hall of Doyle Finch, Laura Nixon, Zach Buck,
Kelly Scott, Kayla Smith, McKen25 in the Performing Arts Hall of Fine Arts Center at MSU.
These students include Ali na Morgan and Will Blackford.
the Doyle fine arts center at Murray State University.
At the conclusion of the recital,
the students received recognition
for their participating in the Murray Music Teachers Association Student Workshop, MMTA Sonata Saturday, the National Guild auditions and the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association Spring Festival.
Performing in the May 25 recital
were Laken Peal, Addey Griffo,
LeAnna Paschall, Sarah Crouch.
Tricia Taylor, Alexandra Bloodworth, Bradley Black, Colleen
McCoy, Brittany McClure, Heather
McClure, Shannon Elias, Megan
Black, Alexandria Farria, Dustin
Thompson, Hollie West,Leah Robison, Amanda Melton, Lisa Cloud,
-tt
Rachel Aston, Mitch Woods,Nathan
are
d
Brown, teacher, and
Eleanor
BROWN
RECITAL...Picture
McCoy and Lauren Peal.
a
in
recital on May 25
who
students
performed
her
piano
Mrs.
Additional students of
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Mon.-Fri. 7-5: Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash & Carry
Sale Prices Good Thru 6/21/00

/MYERS umber Co.

m arching

500 South 4th • Murray • 270-753-6450

Pressure-Treated
Lumber
5/4x6-10

4.1

Er'

I

If you can play a musical instrument and would like
to march in the Freedom Fest "Veterans on View"
parade on July 4th, we want to hear from you!
yr
Call Mike Smith at 436-5495 by Monday,June 19.

$379

5/4x6-8

•

$499
$599

5/4x6-12
2x4-8

$258
$327

2x4-10

$419

2x4-12

../%7
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80 lb. Quikrete
$939
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$549

4x4-8

10th & Arcadia Sts., Murray, KY

Jumbo Landscape
Timbers
4'x8'
Lattice

$6

99
ea

SUM ER BLOWOUT ,
40% STOREWIDE
0

$249
14" Round
Stepping Stones
ea.

Stop by and save!

(While Supplies Last)

June 15-23, 2000
M-F 10 a.m.-2 p.m.• 270-753-0921
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III
SPONSORED BY

Stuart Alexander
MINIUM RAN DURSAU INSURANCE

"Call me today for a
complimentary review of
your family's insurance needs."
(270)N3-4103 MO SOWN 41.11 STRUT,MURRAY
.KY
HOME RENTERS•AUTO •FARM•MOBIL
E HOME•LONG TERM CARE
BOAT•TAX DEFERRED ANNUITIES•BUSIN
ESS•DISABILITY *CANCER PLAN

COLLEGE W ORLD SERIES

Al Rosenblatt Stadium
Omaha, Neb
Double Elimination

June 9
Clemson 10, San Jose State 6
Stanford 6, Louisiana-Lafayette 4
June 10
Southern California 6, Florida State 4
1St) 13, Texas 5
Juno 11
Stanford 10, Clemson 4
Louisiana-Lafayette 6. San Jose State 3.
San Jose State eliminated
Monday
LSU 10. Southern Cal,tornia 4
Florida State 6 Texas 2. Texas eliminated
Tuesday
Clemson vs. Louisiana-Latayette, ppd. rain
Southern California vs Florida State, pod .
rain
Wednesday
Louisiana-Lafayette 5. Clemson 4. Clemson
eliminated
Florida State 3, Southern California 2, South-

sin California etimnated
Today
Game 11 — Stanford (49-15) vs. Louisia
naLafayette (49-19), 2 p.m.
Game 12 — 1St) (50-17) vs. Florida State
(53-18), 6 p.m.
Friday
Game 13 — Stanford vs. Louisiana-Lafayette
(49-19), 2 p.m., if necessary
Game 14 — 1St) vs. Florida State (5318), 6 p.m., if necessary
Saturday
Game 15 — Game 11 or 13 winner vs.
Game 12 or 14 winner, 1,30 p.m.
NOTE Game 13 will be necessary if
the winner of Game 9 also wins Game 11.
Game 14 will be necessary if the winner
of Game 10 also wins Game 12 It only
one game on Friday. June 18, is necessary, it will start at 3 30 p m If the winners of Games 11 and 12 are undefeated.
there will be no games on Friday and
the
national championship game will be
Game
13

Rocker shaky in return

By The Associated Press
1) with the Braves up 8-4, two
John Rocker lost his control on on and two outs
in the eighth.
the mound. Jason Boyd couldn't
He walked John Vander Wal on
control his emotions in the dugout. four pitches and
threw two more
Rocker couldn't find the strike balls to Pat Meare
s, pulting him
zone in his return to the Atlanta in danger of
walking in a run.
Braves after a brief exile to the Cox came to
the mound, talked
minors. He threw six successive briefly to the
reliever, then sigballs before being lifted in an 8- naled for Kerry
Ligtenberg, who
4 victory over the Pittsburgh Pirates got the final
four outs for his
on Wednesday night.
fourth save.
"He's just off his mark," man"I think he's trying too hard."
ager Bobby Cox said. "I thought said Brian Jordan
. "I'm sure there's
one (pitch) was, right there and
they missed it, I think. I don't
know, it was close."
Boyd, a right-handed reliever
for the Philadelphia Phillies, broke
a bone in his pitching hand when
he slammed his glove in the dugout
after an 8-1 loss to the Florida
Marlins.
Rocker, exiled to the minors
June 5 after he angrily confronted the Sports Illustrated reporter
whose offseason story exposing
Rocker's various prejudices led
baseball to suspend him for two
weeks, replaced Greg Maddux (9-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Six local golfers shot a 20under par 51 to win the 2000
Pepsi-Racer Classic June 2, held
at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
The winning team in the sixman scramble consisted of Lind}
Suiter, Donnie Winchester, Tommy
Fike, Ed Hendon and Richard
Rollins of Murray and WPSDTV 6 sports anchor Dave Winder
of Paducah.
Sponsored by Pepsi-Marion
(III.) Bottling Co., the tournament is a fundraiser for Murray
State athletics and the RACER
Foundation.
"This was one of the best TOP TEAM.. Six local golfers teammed to win first place in
tournaments we've ever had," the 2000 Pepsi-Racer Classic, held June 2 at Miller Memosaid MSU athletics director E.W. rial Golf Course. Winning team members include: (front
Dennison. "The weather was great, row, from left) Richard Rollins, WPSD sports Anch
or Dave
we had over 160 golfers And
Winder and Ed Hendon; (back row) Tommy Fike, Lindy
Suiteveryone had a great time.
er and Donnie Winchester.
Placing second in the championship flight was the team of
Mark Boggess, Roger Dunn, John
Hassell, Todd Contri, Jeff Downey
and Mark Waldrop.
Winners of the first flight were
Mark Workman, Ron Kupper, Joe
Matesevac, Keith Wilke, Mike
Simms and Patt Kerr.
Second place in the first flight
went to Van Haverstock, Bill
Whitaker, Mark Blankenship.
Harold Doran, Gary Haverstock
and Johnny Williams.
Winners of the second flight
were Kye Nichols, Jim Johnston,
John Hopkins, John Williams,
Marc Peebles and Dean Cherry.
The second flight runners-up
were Mitch Knight, Jim Knight. SECOND FLIGHT WINNERS,..The winning team for the SecBrooks Darnell, Tony Robinson, ond Flight of the 2000 Pepsi-Racer Classic were: (front row,
Garvin Phillips and Mitch Mow- from left) Kye Nichols, Dean Cherry and John Williams;
(back row) Jim Johnston, Marc Peebles and
ery.
John Hopkins.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State head men's basketball coach Tevester Anderson
and his coaching staff are still
taking registrations for the Racer
Basketball Camps, which will be
held June 19-22 and June 25-29
at the Regional Special Events
Center.
A day camp will be held during the first week, while the second week will be an individual
camp for residential campers and
commuters.
Anderson, his assistant coaches and Racer players will teach
each camper what it takes to
become a successful player.
Campers will learn from a vari
ety of activities, including scrim
mages, drills and demonstration,
Each camper will receive a bas
ketball. T-shirt and a chance at
prizes.
The camp is open to boys and
girls ages 5-18. while the individual camp is open to boys age,
7-18; camp space is limited. To
register or receive a camp brochure.
call 762-3662 or 1-800-669-7654

ton defeated Colorado 8-4; Arizona beat Los Angeles 5-1; and
St. Louis topped San Diego 3-L
Rocker, who didn't talk after
the game, has,a_n alarmingly high
26 walks in 18'1-3 innings.
Maddux gave up four runs in
the first three innings, including
Vander Wars two-run homer, but
didn't allow a run after Chipper
Jones put the Braves ahead to stay
in the fourth with his 14th homer.
Maddux struck out eight.

YOU ASHED
FOR IT
Back By Popular Demand
June 14 thru June 24

Rater Classic winners named

MSU sets
basketball
camp dates

some pressure on him and he's
trying too hard to do well."
In Philadelphia, Boyd gave up
five runs in two-thirds of an inning.
allowed three hits and three walks
and then took out his frustration
in the dugout. He was taken to a
hospital and appears to headed for
the disabled list.
In other NL games. New York
edged Chicago 10-8; San Francisco beat Cincinnati 6-2; Milwaukee routed Montreal 11-2; Hous-

0

DAMS ONLY!

OVER INVOICE CO
*Excludes all Cadillac models.
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Janice
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Jim
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Randy
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Selection of
Pre-Owned
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(270) 753-5315 CALL US TODAY (800)455-5315
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Lakers take control Wizards name Hamilton
with overtime win
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Leonard Hamilton gave a hearty
laugh before answering the doomsday questions. If looking cheerful in the face of olierwhelming
odds is a good thing, then he's
off to a fine start as the new
Washington Wizards coach.
First, Hamilton encouraged
those who predict the Wizards
will win only 20 games next season, calling it good "bulletin board
material" to motivate his players. Then he debunked the notion
a college coach without NBA experience can't make the jump to a
head coaching job in the pros —
even though the recent travails
of Rick Pitino, P.J. Carlesimo,John
Calipari and Jerry Tarkanian seem
to indicate they can't.
"I'm not buying into any type
of pattern here," Hamilton said.
"Because most of the time when
the college guys get jobs, they
get jobs- for teams that have not
been very successful."

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — So
this is how Kobe Bryant breaks
out. This is how he puts substance
in front of style. This is how his
game becomes as good as his
name.
With Shaq out of the game
with six fouls, Reggie Miller scoring at will and an enemy crowd
at his throat, the 21-year-old kid
with the bad ankle saved the Los
Angeles Lakers.
Bryant reached new heights in
his soaring career Wednesday night,
scoring 28 points — including
three exceptional baskets in overtime — as the Lakers beat the
Indiana Pacers 120-118 in Game
4 of the NBA Finals.
Playing on a sprained left ankle
that kept him out of most of Game
2 and all of Game 3, Bryant started gingerly, but picked up speed
all evening. By game's end, he
had given the first transcendent
performance of a career that always
had more promise than achievement — until now.
"He was feeling it. He was hitting shots. He was rebounding,"
said O'Neal, who had 36 points
and 21 rebounds, but watched the
final 2:33 from the sideline.
"He was the hero of the game."
Bryant, O'Neal and Co. went
up 3-1 in the series. They are one
victory from their first •ehamnionship, one win from validating
their NBA-best 67-15 regular season and their Western Conference
title.
They got there in style, winning what was easily the best

Hamilton, the University of
Miami coach for 10 years, signed
a five-year, $10 million contract
with the Wizards on Wednesday.
He was hired by Michael Jordan, the Wizards' president of
basketball operations, who purposely sought a
college coach
instead of an
NBA retread.
Jordan wanted
to start fresh
with someone
who can install
fundasome
disci- - HAMILTON
mental
pline.
"Sure, it hasn't really been
proven properly that a college
coach can make the transition
from college to the pros," Jordan said. "That doesn't mean he
can't be the first. The idea that
we have is to try to surround
him with knowledge about the

cT

MR. CLUTCH...Despite a sore ankle, Kobe Bryant scored 28
points to lead the Lakers to an overtime win over Indiana
in the NBA Finals. L.A. leads the series 3-1.
game of the series only after
Bryant's putback layup with 5.9 seconds left and Miller's miss on a
3-pointer as time expired.

"I thought we were going to
shoot ourselves in the foot, but
we managed to survive," Lakers
coach Phil Jackson said.

SPORTSHIRTS SOLID KNITS
Poly/Cotton Stripes & Plaids

Pitchers need a little help
They say baseball is a game
of inches, but what sport isn't?
And who exactly are they that made
up such stupid cliches in the first
place?
Anyway, the experts who cry
"Foul!" at the fact that the national pastime has become too offensive point to a number of measurements to state their case that
baseball needs to cut down on the
number of 10-4 scores - in the
third inning.
The list of figures is endless:
the circumference of the biceps of
today's average major league shortstop, the phone booths and sand
boxes masquerading as ballparks,
the depth (lack of, that is) of the
seams on the baseball or the amount
of quality pitchers among the 30
teams, the height of the mound,
the thin air at Colorado's Coors
Field, the vertically-challenged and
often enigmatic interpretation of
the strike zone,
Heck, we could go on and on
talking about why so many runs
are being scored, but our discussion still wouldn't last as long as
a typical American League game.
This isn't my father's game
anymore. This isn't even my game
anymore, and I'm just 25.
And I like home runs.
But as much as chicks (not my
term of choice, o ye of the fairer sex) dig the long ball, I remember a time when 30 homers in
150 games was a good season for
even the best of sluggers.
I also remember a time when
my Little League coach told me
to tap the other side of home with
my bat so I knew I was close enough
to the plate when I stepped into
the batter's box.
Have you ever noticed how
some hitters stand so close to the
plate that parts of their bodies are
actually in the strike zone, at least
according to the rulebook? Or how
the groundskeepers' painstaking
work to get the chalk for the home
plate area done just right is erased
by the first hitter to step in either
batter's box?
To borrow from Jeff Foxworthy. if you have to wear body
armor because opposing pitchers
can't throw inside without hitting
you, you're standing too close to
the plate!
I don't really mind if MLB
commissioner Bud Selig decides
to raise the mound from 10 inches to 12 or even 15 if he feels
such a move will even the playing field between pitchers and hit-

game and let him utilize that
knowledge. We will have to support Leonard as much as possible and help him understand the
professional game."
To that end, Jordan will not
allow Hamilton to bring all of
his assistants from Miami. Jordan wants someone with NBA
experience on the bench.
Some of Jordan's words,as well
as those from general manager Wes
Unseld, had a familiar ring. When
Gar Heard was hired to coach
this team a year ago, he was
billed as a no-nonsense, back-tobasics disciplinarian. He quickly
lost the respect of the players —
Rod Strickland still would show
up late for practice and games
— leading Jordan to fire Heard
in January.
"They need that type
attention, to the little things that have
been skipped in their education
of basketball," Jordan said. "Let's
start with the basics."

MIKE
OHSTROM
STAFF
WRITER
ters. I don't care whether the ball
is juiced or not (the bats have
certainly changed over the past 50
years; look at some vintage trading cards if you don't believe me).
But the simplest solution to the
problem - which isn't one if you
like baseball the way it is right
now -would be to have the umpires
either: 1) enforce the strike zone
according to the definition in the
rulebook; 2) keep hitters from wiping out the back and inside lines
of the box and standing closer
than four inches from the plate
and/or more than three feet behind
the center of the plate: or 3) preferably both.
Baseball could even redesign
the batter's boxes to do just that,

but not without causing all sorts
of headaches for high school, college and summer league coaches
who would need to revamp their
fields and equipment to reflect the
new arrangement.
And another thing. If pitchers.
managers and the majority of
ballplayers keep up with the timehonored superstition of not stepping on the foul lines, how come
the chalk outlining the batting box
gets wiped out faster than Daffy
Duck at a Bugs Bunny animation
workshop?
When Boston center fielder Carl
Everett or half of the hitters at
the College World Series stand so
close to the plate that they could
easily step on home during the
follow-through on a swing - an
event which would result in an
out - something must be done.
But that something doesn't have
to be drastic as long as the batter's box and the strike zone stand
for something. Do the pitchers a
couple of favors -call the high strike
and back the hitters off the plate.

$200°

Our Everyday Basic

$2110°

hot

hot

OUTDOOR GEAR

BELTS,
SOCKS, TIES

By WooInch
T-Shirts, Shorts & Knits

30% Off 40% Off
Plus

11 Off
111116
/
Everything Else
For Dad!

With These Great Gift Ideas
From our big, roomy
hammock to comfortable director's chairs,
Dad will have it made
in the shade for
Father's Day.
All this plus decorative
accessories for the
home or office.

(

Father's Day is )
Sunday, June 18

Just vhat Dad zvants
•from dressy to casual,
from sporty to
sophisticated. We have
what Dad likes,just the
perfect gift. So come on
in, and shopfor your
family in a family
al t1110SpiterC.

- Gift Certificates Available -

Rolimports®
Universdy Plata
1205B Chestnut St
753-1851

closed Sunday
June 18 For
Father's Day

Hours:
M-F 9-5
Sat 9-5 Sun. 1-S

On Main Street, Downtown Murray
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Business Opportunity
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160
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190
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220
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Card of Thanks
We thefamily of Geneva Brewer Smith,
who died June 4, 2000, at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital, wish to
express our appreciation for the many
cards and visits. To all who broughtfood,
the beautiful flowers and your prayers,
we thank each of you.
Our thanks to Sid Easley, Rev.
Kendrick Lewis, and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat James for the beautiful service and
music.
Thanks to the Hickory Woods
Retirement Center and also the third
floor nursing staff and the staff in the
Long Term Care Unit on third floor at
Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Thanks to Dr. Charles Tucker, Dr.
Charles Winkler,and Dr. Mehdi Alimadi
for taking care of our mother.
We appreciate everything done on
behalfof our loved one.
Bettie and Gregg
Billy and Shirley
Grandchildren &
Great Grandchildren

A
Wonderful
Family
Experience- Scandinavian,
European,
South
American, Asian Exchange
students attending high
school. Become a host
family/ AIDE. Call 800-SIBLING. www.sibling.org

GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honeymoon/ family
cabins,
breathtaking
views.
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging.
800-634-5814.
HANDMADE baby quilts.
$5 and --up. Huge selection. Oakwood Gifts
5363 Central Rd.,
Mayfield, Ky
328-8703.

CLASSIFIEthi

950 Blooming Varieties
Handy Daylilies & Noma.

OPEN GARDENS
Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Car Tours Available
Gift Plant with this ad
Thurs.-Sat. 9-5

Bethel Daylily Gardens
94 East 2 miles follow signs • 759-9600

sac
4

Order

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060

ABSOLUTE
Auction.
Dissolution of partnership.
350 acres, 23 tracts, cropland, pasture. farmstead
areas. Saturday, June 17,
19.37am. E.D.T. Inspection
June 4 & 11, 1-3pm. E.D.T.
Call Billy Frank Harned
800-272-6223 for complete
details & detailed brochure.
Century 21, Joe Guy
Hagan.
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
DIABETICS! Convenience
and savings! Diabetic
Supplies delivered to your
home at low or no cost to
you. Medicare and Major
Medical Accepted! Cal
now!
800-933-8085.
www.amencandiabetes.com
FREE Pregnancy
Tests! Life House
753-0700.
MRS. ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life. 767-0508. Now located
at 3040 St Rt. 94 East

VISA

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 11 am
Mon. 1 p.m
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

$11 BASE- APPT
Full/ Part Time
Scholarships Available.
Conditions apply.
Customer Service/ Sales.
Work in Murray
Apply in Paducah
270-,575-9526
wen,' worktorstudents corrvnp
$8000 Signing bonus, free
college tuition. Initially part
time work, possible full
time. Up to $19. an hour.
Limited openings. Call 1800-GO-GUARD.
KY
National Guard.

$100 Reward
Large orange long
haired Manx
(no tail)
Coles Campground
area

767-0177
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

CDL- A Drivers- high fuel
cost? Our Drivers averaged $830 weekly Great
benefits, equipment. Home
weekly. Drop/ Hook. 800828-8338 Quick Hire! Need
0/0, 0- down lease purchase

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wanted

COME Be Part Of
A Winning Team!
Hibbett Sports is currently
scouting for quality individuals to Join our team in
Murray. These top round
draft picks must enloyassisting customers, take
pride in their work, and be
willing to work as a team.
Only smiling faces need
apply!
'Career
Opportunities
(Mgr. Trainees)
•Part-time & Full-time
positions
*Competitive wages
'Employee discounts
*Medical, Dental
•401K, Stock Purchase
Plan.
Application available at
Murray State University
Career Services Dept.
Send applications and
resumes to :
Hibbett Sports,
347 Charles Drive,
Mayfield, Ky 42066
Attn: Josh Jenkins. CONSTRUCTION
Laborers Needed
753-1537 or 492-6141
DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with sides,
late model conventionals. 3
years experience Start,
.34c-.38C a miles+ benefits. Call 800-444-6648.

A $35,000 Per yea
Career! C.R. England
needs dnver trainees! 15
day CDL training! Housing/
meals included! No up
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556.
AGE 16-24 Job Corps
offers free Job training &
placement GED classes &
MYRTLE Beach Ocean
college programs plus free
From Resort. Condos,
housing! Over 100 careers
pools- playground, tennis.
Call 800-585-4052
Day/ week. May- JuneManager
August. 568-$405. July ASSISTANT
$105- $630. Golf packages needed at Murphy USA.
from $38 a day. 800-334- Competitive wages & benefits. Apply in person in
8575.
800-446-1932
Southern Strand Realty. front of Murray Wal-Mart
Supercenter.
www.ablevacations.com
AVON Products, Declare
OPEN HOUSE
independence!
Friday, Saturday & Sunday your
Control your own income.
June 9, 10 & 11,
Set your own schedule. As
16, 17, & 18. 10am- 6pm.
The Daylilies are in full an Avon Representative
bloom. Here is your invita- you call all the shots. Let's
tion to the garden. Outside- talk. 888-942-4053.
Inn Nursery. 1103 Poplar CASHIER
needed
at
St. Murray, KY. Call 753- Hitching Post Gifts in
4201. It weekends don't Aurora. full or part-time.
suite you we are also open Call for appointment.
through the week 10am474-2266.
6pm. We also have a
selection of Hosta &
Perennials.
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
MURPHY USA is looking for a manager for the
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Benton area. Our gas station is located in the
Resort from $69 (some
parking lot at Walmart. Excellent starting salary,
restrictions apply.) Pools,
monthly commissions, complete benefits packriver ride, hot tub, suites
age including retirement and 401K savings plan.
tiki bar. 800-488-8828.
Applicants should possess strong basic math
www sandpiperbeacon
skills and leadership qualities. Prior retail mancom
agement experience a plus. Call MURPHY Oil
PARTY Supplies. All new.
USA, Inc. at 877-291-6690. Leave Walmart city,
Closed
party
store.
name, area code and phone number.
$1500/up worth of inventoEOE-MFHV
ry, selling for $500.
901-232-6077.
Firbancial

7-"\

LOAN And Debt consolida
tion available Free consul
tation. Good or bad credit
No up front fee. Call toll
free. 1-877-722-8922. We
can help.

DRIVER- $1000 sign on
bonus! Up to 39c a mile,
excellent benefits and
home time! New trucks
arriving daily! CDL-A & 6
months experience. 800277-6546. Proline Careers.
www.prolinecarriers.com.
EOE.
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros. 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE.
DRIVER- Home every
weekend. No NYC. Lease
purchase- new- own a
truck in 24 months. Paid
accountant 1st 12 months.
Owner operators- New
$0.82/
mile (Loaded/
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversstand up conventionals.
Start up to $0.33/ miles.
Free insurances 401K
retirement.
www.epestransport.com.
DRIVER- New pay plan!
31c- 33c a mile. Earn 42K55K a year and enjoy
assigned equipment. 99%
no touch, 50°,‘,60% drop/
hook, great benefits and
home time! 800-879-2486.
Buske Lines. EOE
DRIVERS Needed' Get
your CDL and a great job'
Train locally, get paid while
in school, no money out of
your pocket! Earn up to
$800 or more, get weekends off! 1-800-398-9908
DRIVERS- .35c per mileAll miles. What! No Carrier
pays more! No gimmicks,
no deals, no bull! 6 months
OTR. Class A- CDL with
HazMat, home weekly.
great benefit package. Call
Marty at 800-893-6791 or
John at 800-789-7959 at
National Freight, Inc.
DRIVER
Convenant
Transport Coast to Coast
runs, teams start .42c45c, $1000 sign on bonus
for exp. co. dnvers, experienced dnvers and owner
operators. 800-441-4394
for graduate students 800338-6428.
DRIVER
TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW! Werner
needs entry level truck
drivers. No experience
necessary. Earn $600. to
$800 per week plus benefits and get home weekly
and during the week in
many areas. No CDL? 15
day CDL training program
available. Call today
1-800-242-7364.

DRIVERS- Home every
weekend, start up to 34
cents per mile, sign on
bonus, tarp pay, rider program. Assigned conventional you drive home,
satellite dispatched. Call
Hornady 800-441-4271,
ext, ET-135.
DRIVERS- Three I Truck
Lines needs flatbed drivers
for Regional/ Long haul.
Health Ins., $1500. Sign on
bonus. Pay for experience.
Ask for recruiting. 888-2395527.
DRIVERS- When it comes
to benefits, we've got all
the Bells and Whistles
Paid weekly, great pay,
$1,000 sign on bonus, students welcome SRT- Call
toll tree 877-BIG-PAYDAY
877-244-7293
DRIVERS/
OTR
Experienced or inexperienced. Earn up to $900 a
week! Company sponsored training or tuition
reimbursement Rewards
for expenence! Call Cody
877-612-2778. E0E.
DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
Transport, Inc. has an
exciting new pay package.
Experienced drivers can
start up to 34c per mile, full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles. Must have Class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen Training available!
800-974-2462/ 800-5486082/ 888-877-9348.
DRIVERS/
Owner
Operators needed with
flatbed experience to run
the Southeast. Home
weekends, terminal pay,
great benefits package.
Recruiting bonus! Welbom
Transport. 800-828-6452,
ext. SCO2.
EXPERIENCED Medical
office secretary with good
typing skills. Knowledge of
medical terminology and
working with computers.
Experience with billing and
generalized medical office
work. Salary depends on
experience and performance. Attractive benefits.
Send resume to. P.O. Box
1040-A Murray, KY 42071.
EXPERIENCED Roofers:
Hard Work, Good Pay!
489-6125, leave message
PARALEGAL' Legal form
typist needed. No experience necessary Must own
computer. 800-990-9835
941-351-5514.
Ref#02
www.thelawclub.corn
PT Housekeeping
KY
Beach Resort Call Susan
436-2345

Lunch
11 a m -2 p m

Crawford's Bar-B-Quo
North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824

NEED A Car?
But have no credit or bad
credit! That's OK.'We Tote
The Note" If you have a
reasonable down payment
& a valid driver's license,
we will put you into a car
today! Buy. Sale or Trade
Come by & see what we've
got.
Nationwide Auto Sales.
624N 4th St , Murray, KY.
759-0780.
• 040

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
MIIEMP

WestView
a)RSaPs10

HOME

Nursing Assistants:
Full-Time OR Part-Time
7-3, 3-11, 11-7
Prefer certified but will train.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental Ins.; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick pay; Retirement
Plan; Attendance Bonus; Childcare;
Tuition Reimbursement;
CONTACT:

2BR Duplex $200/ month
W/D
P.
Appliances
Furnished Call 767-0878
or 753-9898

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

Cathleen Haley 0-1) 762-1591
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET.MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

060
Help Wanted

Order
•BBCI
.Ribs
*Pork Shoulders
•Chicken
For the 4th of
July

Motorcycles & ATV's
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

060
He Wanted

LOST CAT

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

060
Lost and Found

NIa-rit:at m-C2'

Come & Discover!

& Sat
Until 9 p m

YARD SALES

759-5177

Notice

A BEAUTIFUL CANDLE
LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
river,
Smoky
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins.
Jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS).
http://www.heartlandwedding.com.

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

BIBLE
MESSAGE

020
Notice

= Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

Card of ThankJ

Ad Deadlines
Publish

Taking applications for
counter help for all shifts.

COOKS

and

Apply in person. no phone calls please.

Sonic of Murray
217 S 12th St

COM1 GROW WICTH US
EXCEL Group, LLC National Contractor has
immediate empleyment openings for full time
part time and seasonal jobs. Choose to work
indoors or outdoors. Competitive salaries and ben
efits. Drug screens required. Applicant must he
able to perform the essential functions of the job
Shift work and overtime required, must provide,
own transportation to and from work.
EXCEL Is An EOE Employer

For More Information
Cell
(270)759-8383

Air Conditioning &
Heating Company
is looking for
Qualified Service
Men
to do Residential
& Commercial
refrigeration &
heating repairs.
Certification & tools
are required.
Pay will depend on
experience.
,nly apply in person at

Arctic Refrigeration
401 Memorial Dr.
Paris, TN 38242

Help Wanted
HEAVY
Equipment
Mechanic
Experience
required Apply in person
McKeel's 503 Walnut
HELP wanted cleaning on
Saturdays $7/hr + bonus
Paradise Resort
436-2767
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel. Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more information.
INSTALLERS Needed for
satellite installation, up to
$25 an hour Must have
own truck and tools, be
ambitious and profession
al If you meet these qualification, call Dennis at 800
511-0689

JOURNEYMAN Plumbers
wanted in Lexington and
Louisville. Call 800-829FRANKLIN College* 14 6609.
day CDL-A training pro- NEEDED: 38 People to
gram, no experience nec- lose up to 30Ibs. Brand
essary, must be 21, 38K new! Just patented. I lost
1st year. full benefits, full 23Ibs in one month.
tuition assistance. Lifetime
1-888-756-2284.
job placement. Call 888NEEDED Someone to
645-8505, Experienced
pass flyers for business
drivers call 800-958-2353.
767-0508
FRIENDLY
TOYS
& NOW Hiring
Dancers at
GIFTS- Has openings for
least $600. weekly Foxy
party demonstrators &
Lady, The Premier adult
managers! Home decor,
dance club in the area.
gifts, toys, Chnstmas. Earn
Apply in person. Tue- Sat.
cash, trips, recognition.
7-2p.m. Serious inquines
Free catalog information
only! Call 901-642-6177 or
800-488-4876.
901-644-0107.
FUEL Cost, truck payOPENING For Bakery
ments high? Let's talk, we
position
at
Dutch
buy your truck, you drive it,
Essenhaus. Days, FT or
up to 34cpm. 2500 miles
PT. Apply in person. 1674
weekly, home weekends,
St. Rt. 121N.
great
benefits,
no
headaches. Call 800-828- OWNER/ Operators- OTR
long haul and regional
8338
opportunities
Excellent
FULL Time Employee
pay/ compensation packneeded for grounds keepage, quality home time and
ing, cleaning & mainterespect Call toll free now!
nance. Must be trainable
877-763-7483
on computer & telephone
skills. Starting pay $8.00
ROUTE Dnver
hour. Plus bonus. Paradise Minimum
qualifications.
Resort, 436-2767.
Stable work history, class B
HARDEE'S Is now hiring CDL, clear MVR. Benefits
for cook & cashier posi- include- Medical, dental
tions Please apply at vision, competitive pay,
Mayfield on Pans Road or vacation, 401K, stock purDratfenville. HWY 68 & chase plan. application
Murray,
HWY
641. accepted at
Waste Management
Midnight positions avail3426 St Rt. 45 South
able at Murray location
Mayfield. Ky 42066
only EOE.

POSITION AVAILABLE
Web Administrator, Networking & Micro
computer Services, Information Systems Department. Murray State University. Position to begin
July 2000.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree preferred.
Minimum of three years experience in production
environment, developing and maintaining Web
pages and Web server administration required.
Experience must include Windows NT server
administration. Cold Fusion. Front Page. and Visual
Basic. Responsibilities: Primarily responsible for
the administration of Murray State University's
Word Wide and Internal Web servers. Application
Deadline: June 23, 2000. To Apply: Submit letter of
application, resume and the names, addresses and
phone numbers of three references to Brenda
Rowland, Manager, Networking & Microcomputer
Services, Information Systems. MSU, 112 Industry
& Technology Center, Murray, KY 42071-3347.
Women and minonties are encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal.education and
employment opportunity. M/F/I). AA employer

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
Customer Service onented company
located in Murray is looking for
Administrative Assistant
Candidate must possess the following skills:
Detail onented, proficient in data entry.
multi-tasked and ability to work in a fast
paced environment
Position will be full time with benefits
Fax resume to Lisa at
270-759-0570
EOE
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150
Midis
Fla SO*

$5000
SIGNING BONUS
FREE
COLLEGE TUITION

1-800-G0-GUARD
KY NATIONAL
GUARD

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Micl-West
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140

SPEECH/
Language
Pathologist, PRN position
Apply to Marshal County
Hospital, Box 630, Benton,
KY 42025
THE Courier Journal is
looking for self motivated
individual in the Murray
area. To run one of our
Sunday motor routes Must
have reliable transportation. Approximate income
$250. month. If interested
call Larry Gish.
1-888-925-4389

Help Wanted
Full time position
available with local
tire company.
Experience helpful
but not necessary.
Paid vacation
and holidays.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-i
Murray, KY 42071
THE National Scouting
Museum, located on the
Murray State University
Campus. Is looking for an
enthusiastic, self motivated
individual to serve as Gift
Shop Clerk. Weekdays
Tuesday- Friday, now
through November 30.
Hours are: 8:30- 5p.m.
Applicant must be computer literate have good typing
skills and an outgoing personality. Please come by
and fill out an application
with museum secretary,
Monday through Friday.
8am to 5pm. NO PHONE
INQUIRIES PLEASE.
TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVERS- No experience, no
problem! Get a lob and
CDL training $30,000 & up
to start. Call 800-999-4317.
WORK From Home
$672- $4,9471 mo. PT/ FT
1-888-360-9148 or
www.cash-street.com

CERTIFIED
Loving
Grandmother. Weekends
,r nights available. 759U757
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda. 759-9553.
HOUSECLEANING!
Reasonable Rates
753-1016
MOTHER Of 2 seeking
CDA certification. Will sit
with 3-4yr. olds. Preschool
curnculum provided. Call
759-2385.
WILL Babysit in my home.
Ages 5 & up. Coldwater
area. Call Dana HoIlan.
489-6182.
WILL Babysit
Reasonable rates
Call 767-0878
Ask For Shawna

100

Business

bppoduroy
boss
Your own
BE
Marketing the three hottes
trends in history. Software,
computers & the Internet
No selling. Not MLM. 800711-0331 Code 40200,

Want to Be!
A ADVERTISING Antiques,
Collectibles, toys Cash
paid 759-3456
ANTIQUES, Collectibles,
Furniture and Primitives.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or
Entire Estates. Call
753-3633.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles. shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
150
Articles

'KISS
YOUR
CABLE
GOODBYE!"- Only $69.
Includes 18" Little Dish
System 40 channels for
$19 99 a month. Toll free
888-292-4836. C.O.D. or
credit card. FED EX
Delivery!
LIKE new G-5 Kirby vacuum Under warranty. All
attachments
including
shampooer. 753-2382.
WANT A Computer? But no
cash? MMX Technology
will finance with "0" down.
Past credit problems, no
problem. Call toll free 888718-4760.
WEIGHT Machine, like
new. $150. 753-2479
WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home. Buy direct
and save! Commercial/
home units from $199 Low
monthly payments. Free
color catalog. Call today
800-842-1310
Appliances
MATCHING pair Maytag
washer & dryer. Ivory Good
condition. 759-0715

For Sok
10X16 Storage Building
Barn type roof $1700
435-4271
2- Amencan General Tires
Good condition. P20565R15 489-2544, please
leave message.
3/4 ct. round diamond solitaire. Suspension setting.
18k gold. $1400.00 Call
759-5566.
AIR Conditioner
& Furnace.
Will install. $375.
901-644-2030.
CHILDS
play
house.
4'x6'x4' $50.00 753-0062
after 5:00.
DELL Computers... Built to
Order. Pentium III available. Resolved credit problems OKI $0 down, low
monthly payment- O.A.C.
Open 7 days. Limited time
free interent access- most
800-477-9016.
areas.
Code MA24. www.omcsolutions.com
MOTORCYCLE Helmets,
Camping supplies, MRE's
only $4.99. SKS ammo.
$2.99. Jungle boots $29.95
and much more. Jerry's
In
Sporting
Goods
Mayfield.
PUSH Mower. 430. Call
759-9215. leave message
if not home.
RCA 46" big screen TV. 4
yrs old. Excellent condition.
Moving, must sell. $650.
753-9876.
RCA 46" big screen TV. 4
yrs old. Excellent condition.
Moving, must sell. $650.
753-9876.
STEEL Building Sale! Rock
pricing!
bottom
Overstocked and canceled
orders! Straight wall and
Arch style buildings. Some
sizes 30x42, 40x64, 50x88.
Other sizes available. 800581-5843 ext. 134.
STEEL BUILDING SALE:5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
50x75x14,
$9,094;
50x100x16,
$12,275;
$16,879;
60x100x16,
Mini-storage
$18,261.
buildings, 40x160, 32 units,
$16.914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.
UNDELIVERED Buildings!
Must go immediately!
Factory direct! Save thousands. 25x32, 30x44,
40x50, 50x110. Financing
available. Ideal shops,
garages, storage. Call 800341-7007.

UNDELIVERED Buildings!
Must go immediately!
Factory direct! Save thousands. 25x32, 30x44.
40x50, 50x110. Financing
THE Only Stride Right
available. Ideal shops,
Children's Store in Western
garages, storage. Call 800KY. Only serious inquires
341-7007.
please. 753-4383.

FATHER'S Day Sale!
New Shipment of recliners,
sofa's & love seats. Special
price on all bedding!
Carraway Furniture. 105
North. 3rd. 753-1502.

801 Ford Intl tracto
oader. 2 ton grain 87
Duley, 90 Cadillac. House
lot or farm. 492-8013.

FOR all your recording
needs. Sunray Recording
Studio. Now open by
appointment only.
For information
436-5362 or 435-4619.
PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment. Beautiful console
piano. No Money down.
1-800-371-1220.
STERLING upnght concert
grand piano. Excellent for
beginners. Excellent condition. $350. 759-0715.
Homes For Sale
14X50 1 or 2 br. refrigera
tor & stove included
$1500.00 753-0062 afte
5:00
14X70 2br, 2 bath.
Recently
remodeled.
$7500. 437-4854 or 7592300.
14X70 GIBRALTAR Ref. &
gas stove. $10,000
489-2641
14X70- 3br, 1.5 baths,
large kitchen area, large
family room, total electric.
vinyl underpinning, refrigerator/ stove included.
electric furnace (less than
3yrs. old.) 4 ton a/c, all carpet less than 6 years old.
Asking $10,000. Call 502535-6241, leave message.
1976 14x70 Mobile Home
for sale. $2900. 753-0260.
1996 SUNSHINE 14'x70'
2br, 2 bath. 3/4 acre
wooded lot. 3 miles from
Murray. Ready to move
into. $35000. firm.
759-0519.
DOUBLEWIDE, 3br, 2
bath. 2 car garage, out
buildings. Near Lake.
489-2145.
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed and insured in
Kentucky and Illinois.
437-3939.
LOCATED In Murray. 1992
Buccaneer mobile home.
2br, 2 full baths. Storage
building. Asking $14,000.
554-4397,
554-4561

Mobile Homes For Rent

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
•
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices
since 1958....

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon -Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

2BR Clean Mobile Homes
in small quiet park. Call
492-8488
2BR, Extra Clean mobile
home 3 miles East of
Murray Call 759-1492
Please leave message
2BR , 2 bath $260/mo
753-6012
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets. 753-9866

285
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre $100/mo 753
6012
LOT Available in small
quiet park On HWY 641S
492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
TRAILER lot for rent 1/2
acre lot has well, septic
and electric hook up On
nothside of town $12500
a month plus deposit Call
after 5PM 270-462-8066

Yard Sales

Business Rental
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

753-9621

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone"
Now Renting Office Space
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choosc:
•Paid
eiduJe ..entral he4t & Jul
•Retepininr.4
*Sprinkler

*Shared
JIC 11-CC 111. 10.1111.;
kiii:hcnette. BreAriitinr.
Ciintcrerke Room
'sc 01 1J 1114.11111i & pci

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1549 Mockingbird Dr. 3
large bedroom, 3 bath.
Large 2 car garage.
Appliances
furnished.
$725/mo. 753-5344, 5599970.
1BR Upstairs Apt
Acrossfrom campus
No pets
Call 753-5980
1BR, 1 bath. 11/2 blocks
from MSU. $225. plus
deposit. No pets.
References required.
Daytime753-3949. ABH- 759-3050.
1BR, Stove, refrigerator,
two blocks from MSU low
income, clean. 436-5685.
1BR., $200-$225. Vanous
locations. Coleman RE
759-4118.
1BR., $200-$225. Various
locations. Coleman RE
759-4118.
1BR., apt in town. Partially
$180/mo.
furnished.
Deposit required. 7591519.
2BR Apt. near campus, no
pets. $235 for one person.
$245 for two people. Days:
753-5980. 753-1203 after
5p.m.
2BR Duplex. Al 1304
Valleywood Drive. $375/
mo.
759-4406
2br, 11/2 bath Apt.
2br, 2 bath luxury duplex_
All appliances furnished.
759-5885.
2BR, Some utilities paid.
No pets. $250/ month.
767-9037.
28R. duplex. Central H/A,
good location, appliances.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR. duplex. Central H/A,
good location, appliances.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2BR., duplex. Appliances,
lease No pets.
1815 Ridgewood. 425/mo
753-7457.
2BR., near MSU, central
H/A, Washer/ dryer furnished, fumiture optional.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now. Coleman
RE. 759-4118

LJ
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
WAREHOUSE SPACE
For Lease in Hopkinsville
Prices begin at ten cents
per square foot per month
We can transport your
goods to and from our
warehouse from anywhere
in Murray for $75 per load
Call 270-885-8711

Rooms For Rent
LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home. Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/d, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital or down town
industry. $190. plus deposit
of $125. Utilities included.
753-9211.
Houses For Rent
2BR., 1 bath, storage
shed, no pets, references.
Kirksey Hwy. Joyce_
270-898-2340.
3BR, Brick. 4 miles South
of Murray. 2 car attached
garage. Stove, refrigerator
& w/d hook up. No pets.
Lease & deposit required.
$525/ month. Available
June 19th. 436-2113.
4BR, Appliances. C/H/A, 1
block from MSU. $650
month. 753-9636.
6BR House. Some utilities
paid. W/D hook up. $800/
month. 767-9037.
9TH St
3br., 2 bath. $495/mo.
+ security. No dogs.
270-474-2520.
IN Gatesborough! 3br, 21/2
baths, LR, DR, Den.
3,000sq. ft. Hardwood
floors, two fireplaces &
more. No pets. $900/mo
753-8251.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
C413
Houses For Rent
4BR. 2 bath on Diuguid 2 (3br) Houses. Gas near.
Available now. Coleman consider rent to own.
RE. 759-4118
753-4109.

EXTRA Nice 2br, 11/2 bath
townhouse. All appliances
included. 1 year lease. 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905.

YARD
SALE
201 Center St.
Hazel, KY
June 16 & 17
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
9 families,
newborn to adult
size 3x.

CARPORT
SALE
807 N. 20th St.
Fri., June 16
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat., June 17
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Housewares,
clothes & toys

GARAGE
SALE
Rain or Shine
1707 Johnson Blvd.
(off Doran Rd.)
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Misc. items for the
house, men,
women &
children's clothes.

YARD SALE
623 N. 4th St.
Fri. & Sat.
June 16 & 17
7:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Toys, games, furniture, glassware,
women's clothes,
men's clothes, car,
motorcycle, bicycle,
car motor, scanner,
C.B. radio, mower,
rotiller, misc.

GARAGE
SALE
453 Countryside
Dr.

age Rentals
40'X40' metal building,
gas heat.Located at
4061 /2 Sunbury Circle
Call 436-2935

storage
FORREST
View NORTHWOOD
Apartments 1213 N 16th presently has units availSt . now accepting applica- able 753-2905 or 753tions for 2br townhouses, 7536
basic rent $305/ month.
Office Hours. 10- 2. M-F.
Neon Beach
Call 753-1970
Equal
Housing Opportunity
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

121 S. 2.5 mi. from
RR tracks turn left.

Fri. 6/16 Only
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Quality items only
No junk

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
702 Goodman St.
(between Bagwell
St. & Broad St.)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-Noon
Like-new Barbie Power
Wheels car, baby & children's toys, exercise
machine, yard cart, kid's
clothes, aquarium, Cobra
142 GTL CB.

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
20 Cambridge
Sat. 6/17
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Very nice name
brand little girl's
clothes, children's
toys, kitchen items,
baby equip., & much
more. All items in
good condition.

YARD SALE
2055 Brinn Rd.
(North 16th
extended)
Fri., June 16 &
Sat. June 17
Daybed, kitchen
table, housewares,
crafts, etc.

[
11123Lake Property
FOUR BEDROOMS free
standing Condo on the
Shore of Lake Barkley,
Green Turtle Bay, Grand
River. Ky. It comes BEAUTIFULLY
FURNISHED.
The FOUR AND 1/2 BATHROOMS are very large,
has central air, fireplace
with gas log remote control, huge party deck, and
much -much more! The
address is 501 YATCH
DRIVE. Price is $240,000
with assumable first and
we can take your second.
Call Caryle or
Catherine Michel at
618-224-2480 or
618-242-6000.
TENNESSEE
Lake
Bargain- 3 acres with boat
slip $24,900_ Beautifully
spectacular
wooded,
views, with access to crystal clear mtn lake next to 18
hole golf course! Paved
roads, utilities, soils tested.
Low. low financing. Call
LMS 800-704-3154 ext
6041.
WATERFRONT Home for
sale. 4br, 2 bath. Double
carport
in
Panorama
Shores. 436-2497.
440

2BR House, W/D hook up

$330.! month 767-9037

C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br., 1 & Sycamore E. Next to
bath, whirlpool tub, shower, Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
washer/dryer, central H/A
dishwasher. garage. large CREEKVIEW STORAGEdeck Lease and deposit $20-$40 On Center Dnve
Behind Tom's Gnlle
required
759-4081
753-5719.

LARGE 2br Duplex Nice
private area, very clean
Off the street parking
753-8588

Holiday E3arbtes, baby
items, glassware, dolls,
carseat, toys, tools &
much more!

AKC Miniature Dachshund
puppies. Red,6 weeks old
$150. 901-247-3727.

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

AVAILABLE immediately
182 bedroom apts. Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity

121 N., 5th
house past
Coldwater
Baptist Church
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?

AKC Pugs Ready 6-17
$300 Cash 759-0276
AKC Registered Black Lab
puppies. 8 wks old. 1st
LARGE 2br, 2 bath. Newly shots & wormed. $150.00
remodeled. W/D hook up. 270-435-4656.
11/2 blocks from MSU.
BLUE Eyed Husky Wolf
$395/ month. plus deposit.
Puppies. 6wks old. $100.
References required.
each. Call 759-3214.
753-3949- Days,
DOG Obedience
759-3050- Nights.
Master Trainer.
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or 3-4br
436-2858
house. W/D, furnished,
Setter pupREG.
English
near
MSU. 753-1252
before 5pm, 753-0606 after pies. "Tricky Dick" champion blood line. $200. Call
5pm.
270-247-5222.
QUIET Area 1br, 1 bath.
C/gas heat & air. All appliances included. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit. No
k & Supplies
pets. Call 753-2905
WOW!
6 bred guilts. 1 bred sow
No waiting list!
Feeder pigs 35-45 lbs
Southside Manor Apts.
Sow w/ pigs & 1 hybrid
spot mate. Call 759-9632.
1,2,&,3br. apts.
Section 8 housing.
753-8221
400
EHO
Yard Sales
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

•••%.7""!

YARD SALE

Also Available

Must See To Apprecote
Available For Viewing 415 S 4th
Mon -Fri 9 00-4 30• Call For Information 759-0633
WE ARE SERIOUS APOuT BUSINESS

Apartments For Rent

EASTSIDE

ill' Acmes

11 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract.
Property located off of Hwy
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
proposed new Hwy 80 For
more information please
view property, review posted data, then please call
270-441-2253.
12-15 acres for sale in
Kirksey. 759-0289 after
6:00 PM.

BEAUTIFUL New Home
Southwest Villa
3 bedroom , 3 bath, huge
family/game room 3800 sq
ft , fireplace, gas heat
753-5024

42 ACRES 1/2 mile East of
HWY 641 Near Hazel
woodland,
Cropland,
tobacco barn 100% owner
financing available
753-8251

CHARMING Cottage for
sale due to relocation
Unfinished, oak framed,
post and beam On one
acre, built 1996 Best offer
over 37K Call 489-6108

460
Homes For Sale
11/2 Story, Newly remod
eled 3br, 2 bath home
Large deck & 2 car carport
Must See! $74,000.7538908 435-4446
1520 CANTERBURY. Very
nice, large 2 story, 4br.
Price reduced. Immediate
possession.
436-5922
2 STORY Brick. 5br, 3
baths. LA, large eat in
kitchen. Family room, large
outdoor deck, in ground
swimming pool. Gas H/A,
lots of closets. Pnvate 1br
apt. 2 car carport with outside storage. Shown by
appointment only. Call 7535870.
2- 3br, 1 bath. 21/2 car
garage. Outbuilding, gas,
electnc heat, air conditioning. Near Lake. Cal
489-2145.
2BR, 1 bath Duplex Good
rental history. Great neighborhood. $68,500.
753-6870.
2BR, 2 bath House for
sale 10ft Ceilings, hardwood floors. Gas fireplace,
appliances
included.
$59,000. 112 North 10th.
Call 759-4407.
3 or 4 br., older home in
town with 2 baths, C/H/A
with gas heat and one car
garage. $46,000.
753-4582 day.
759-4718 night
3BR Brick. 2 bath, living
room, eat in kitchen plus
dining room. Paved drive,
carport, Central gas heat &
air. 1405 Story Ave. Call
492-8626.
3BR, 1 bath. Newly decorated. Rent to own.
753-2093.

BEAUTIFUL 3 Bdr, 2 bath,
LA, Dr, Eat-in kitchen utility room Approx 2000 sq
ft., 24x30' garage 3
patios, 3 storage buildings,
pool, 5 8 acres $68,500 00
Call 759-4160

COUNTRY, Quiet in town.
3br, 2 bath brick. LA, FR,
Bonus room. 1627 Loch
Lomond. $102,000.
759-8888.
470
Motorcycles & ATVs
1980 MX80. Good condition, runs great. $350. obo.
753-6740 after 5p.m.
1999 HONDA Shadow.
44xx miles. Yellow/ Black.
$7800. 753-7995.
1999 YAMAHA 400 Kodiak
4x4 100 miles, $4500
753-7687
Utility Vehicles
87 Ford Bronco II good
condition $2495
753-2084

Used Cars
1985
MONTE
Carlo.
$1500. obo. 759-8517,
anytime.
1992 Buick Regal Grand
Sports Coupe. Good mechanical work car, 3800
engine $2600.
270-767-9761 Days
270-436-2738 nights.
1986 IROC Z-28, Nice interior. 1-Tops, rebuilt engine,
stereo with 400 watt amp.
$1350. obo.
767-0453.
1987 Volkswagen
-Runs good. New tires,
brakes, clutch, etc. Must
sell. Asking $900.00.
436-.5533. If no answer
leave message.
1991 CHEVY Lumina,
White, 1 owner. 84,xxx.
$5,000. 753-7995.
1992 MAXIMA. Black,
loaded, power everything.
Call after 5p.m. 759-5786.

5 acre parcel in restricted
development w/ existing
3br. house. Robertson Rd.
South 753-9250.

1993 Cougar XR7. Power
everything, cruise, air,
am/fm cassette. Leather
tnm interior. $4200. obo.
7530278

5BR Brick. 2 car garage. 3
acres, 5 years old. Day753-9356 ask for Amy.
Night- 901-247-5277.

1994 DODGE Spirit. Good
condition. Call 759-4163
after 8p.m.

DELUXE Custom 3br, 21/2
bath home with walk- out
basement. Potential to 5br
plus 13x21 flex room. This
is a new house located on
wooded lot at 1306
Fleetwood Drive. Call 7533903 after 4p.m.
GREAT Investment rental
property. 2br upstairs, 3br
downstairs. Priced below
appraisal. Mail responses
to: PO Box 1040-P, Murray,
KY 42071.
HOUSE In Murray includes
2 apts behind it. You fix.
$45,000. Will pay for itself.
With positive cash flow.
753-2479.

1997 GRAND Prix SE.
67,xxx actual miles
753-4169
1998 TOYOTA Corolla LE.
33,xxx miles. Excellent
condition.
Loaded.
$12,950. 753-1940.
2000 CHEVY Lumina.
Loaded, 4dr, black. Only
4,xxx miles. $13,400.
753-7785 or 519-0322
96 Accord LX. Auto, 4 cyl.,
92K hwy. miles, under warranty. $9200. OBO. 7599317 or 395-8353 Ext. 227.
96 Ford Taurus LX. V-6,
loaded, leather, moon roof,
keyless entry. 58,xxx miles.
Excellent condition. Must
sell. $9,450.
270-753-0502.

Global Mortgage Link
THE AMERICAN DREAM (Home Ownership)
Conforming & Non-Conforming Loans
•Zero Down - Great rates
•3% & 5% Down
•10% & 20% Down Etc.
•Investment Property
(Duplex - 4 Plex)
•Refinancing & Refinancing Cash Out
•Home Equity, 2nd Mort. Refi up to 125%
•Many Other Loan Programs
Refer to Ad #21 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
753-7407 • 1300 Johnson Blvd.

Lots For Ws

YARD SALE
78 Bendefield Lane
- 121 toward
Mayfield. next to
Graves County line.

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Boys- mens - ladies

LOTS for sale Starting a
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838.
MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040

clothing, furniture,

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, JUNE 17• 10 A.M.
Home of the late GORDON CHEATHAM
1532 Airport Road, just across the field
from Everett Stewert Airport about 2-1/2
miles east of Union City, Tennessee in
Obion County.

toys, something for
everyone.

CARPORT
SALE
1400 Vine St.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Clothes (babymens), couch,
loveseat. household items, table,
chest, kids desk,
lots more

Antiques & Collectibles
APPROX. 8.5 acres wil
divide in half Just off Coles
Campground Road on
Springs Rd 753-9502,
559-5062.
PRICE REDUCED AGAIN!
13 acres fenced with
pond.... 3800 sq. ft. 2 story
log home.... 60x30 finished
shop.... 120x50 bam with
riding arena.... 3 other outbuildings.... 6 miles east of
Murray....
Phone: Day 270-753-1844
M-F
270-753-7587 weekends &
evenings.

500 Pieces of Depression Glass
Roseville Pottery (Mint), Fiestaware 60+
Pieces, Fenton - Hull - Jadeite, Antique Hand
Tools, Stone Crocks & Jugs, General Store
Advertising Items, 1949 RED BELLY FORD
TRACTOR, Ironware, Granitewa re, Old
Carnival, McCoy, Amethyst, 1,000's of
Miscellaneous Items.
ALL DAY - RAIN OR SHINE

,Over

BILL GRAY & SON
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
(901)479-1620. So. Fulton, TN
Firm #563

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
490
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500
Used Cars

Used Trucks

FORD 92 Taurus Wagon
LX, tow pkg all power,
155k, good cond $3900
080 753-0071

986 FORD F-150 Runs
good, must sell 767-0016
after 4p.m $700 obo
1989 CHEVY sivb with linear, 5spd Chrome wheels,
clean, runs good
759-9246
1991 Black Chev S-10
130,xxx miles. $2,850
492-8676.

NICE
1992
Cadillac
Sedan Deville 131K miles
Clean well maintained
Asking $6200 Call
762-4059 or 753-8318

rya

Boats & Motors
998 F-150 XLT Super
V-8 Autom very
cab
miles
64,xxx
clean
$17,450 753-2479
Campers
98 Coachman Mirada
29 1/2 ft. 4,000 miles.
$46,000. 753-4389.

Vase

VERNON'S PAWN SHOP

1997 CHRYSLER Town &
Country Pearl white, all
leather interior, loaded
67,xxx miles $16,500
753-0792

"CASH IN A FLASH"
Loans On Anything Of Value
%1').'hue The Note Auto Sales
88 Yamaha Blaster 4-Wheeler
Totally rebuilt. S1,400 obo

Used Trucks
1976 FORD Pick up.
Needs tune up. First $600.
buys it. Call 753-3903 after
5pm.

Small Boat, trailer & motor. S450
713S. 12th St.• MURRAY. KY -12071
9:00 ;1 n.

753-7113

7 00 I) m.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Thursday, June 15, 2000•6:00 p.m.
At 1403 Crystal Brook Drive. From 641 North of Murray to
Dulguid Dr., right on Bourland, left on Crystal Brook. Watch
for auction signs.

Offered

1994 22' Hurricane fiber
A-1 Tree Service
glass Deck boat, white with
Stump Removal
teal accents bimini top
492-8737
115hp Yamaha motor
437-3044
Power tilt & tnm, am/ fm
Free Estimates
cassette, new speakers,
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
newly covered
seats
Decks, Home Additions,
Hummingbird
graph,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding
upgraded stainless steel
Garages, Carports Pole
ladder,
boarding
hardware,
Barns, Metal Buildings
2 fishing seats with live
Fencing Hardwood Floors
well Tandem axle galvaInstalled
&
Finished
nized performance trailer.
Quality
Workmanship
Boat new is over $25,000.
Affordable
Rates
Must sacrifice, asking
Licensed
$10,500 or make offer.
753-7860 753-9308
Call 502-633-1163 ask for
ANTIQUE refinishing, furCindi
niture repair & custom
2- Seater Wave Runner.
woodworking 753-8056
Trailer & Cover. Call
"ATTENTION"
753-8376.
Homeowner"
Display
FOR sale or trade
homes wanted, vinyl siding
1993--21' Seawirl Stripper
210, day cruiser, fish-ski replacement windows- no
vessel, 140hp Evinrude, payments until Jan. 2001.
starting
at
forward cabin-sleeps two, Payments
open stern, bikini top. Has $79 00 a month. All credit
live well, factory rod hold- qualified. 800-251-0843.
ers, ship to shore, marine
BACKHOE SERVICE
stereo, water tank with
sink, alcohol cook stove, ROY HILL. Septic system,
potra-potti, E-Z load drive-ways, hauling, foungalvanized tandem trailer. dations, etc. 436-2113.
Excellent condition. Call:
BOB'S Plumbing Repair.
270-767-9761 days
Free estimates All work
270-436-2738 nights.
guaranteed Call 753-1308

AFFORDABLE Hauling BRYON S Lawn Service
tree work, cleaning out Free estimates 759-0276
sheds gutters, etc
CARPORTS for cars and
436-2867
trucks Special sizes for
ALL Carpentry Service
motor home, boats, RVs
From Foundation to
and etc Excellent protecFinish
tion high quality, excellent
18Yrs experience
value Roy Hill 436-2113
New Construction •
CONCRETE Finishing
Remodeling• Repairs.
•Dnveways
Custom Cabinets*
*Patios
Concrete Work AGC
*Sidewalks
Certified
•Free estimates
435-4272
435-4619.
ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling.
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
502-759-0901.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, June 30th, 2000•6:00 p.m.

This nice brick duplex - 2 bedrooms - large bath - full kitchen with all
appliances in both apartments - porch across front.
Terms: 10% down day of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
For more information contact

Directions: 641 North from Murray to Coles Campground
Road. Left on Coles Campground Road to Wells Purdom
Road. Right on Purdom Road to Walston Road, left on
Walston Road then right on Stonecrest Drive. See auction
signs.

Dan Miller Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded

ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, June 16th, 2000• 3:00 p.m.
At the home of the late Mrs. Alice Grant at 627
South 4th St., Murray, KY.
Drum table - small round lamp table - oak lamp table - 3 tier Duncan
Phyfe table - (2) corner what not - small drop leaf breakfast set - other
drop leaf Duncan Phyfe table - electric sewing machine - (2) wicker
wing back chairs - old quilt box - nice bedside table - antique table - oak
spindle back rocker - nice wood closet - 3 piece bedroom suite - odd
white chest & bedside table - wood magazine rack - metal kitchen cabinets - electric lift chair - old piano lamp - rocker - 2 nice wing back
chairs - nice queen hide-a-bed sofa - nice floor lamp - nice black table
lamps - hand painted lamps - hob nail milk glass lamps - carnival glass
hen on nest - chicken shaker set - lot of Avon still in box - Christmas
plates - ruby red pieces - Avon red collection - Eggshell china from
Germany - figurines - 8 place setting of Crown Victorian love lace w/silver ring china - other old glass & china - hob nail moon stone piece meat platter - tea set - milk glass cake stand - soup tureen - rooster lamp
- pictures & frames - William J. Kaelpin mountain duke signed & dated
- Occupied Japan pieces - bill collectors, some Danberry mint signed
from France & England from the Franklin mint - flower table - old juicer
- 3 piece luggage set - old stines - baking dishes - Tupperware - knife set
w/holder - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - t.v. trays microwave & cart - washer & dryer - small chest freezer - wood shelf stereo & L.P. records - towels - baskets - hand & yard tools - and much
more.
Not responsible for accidents. Refreshments available. For more information & your auction needs phone 435-4144.

D&D ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs. 436-2613.
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Wafters. 753-2592.
ELECTRICAL
New construction,
remodeling, or Just replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834
FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, & custom wood
pnvacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Dickie Farley
759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839.
GALLIMORE
CONSTRUCTION
TURN Your Old Cabinets
Into New Oak Cabinets.
Vinyl Siding, Decks.
4.89-2671.
GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838.

Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
Service
Doesn't Cost. It Pays"
-My

Offenng for auction this beautiful house only minutes from town. The house features a living room w/fireplace. family room, kitchen, dining room,4 bedrooms,
3-1/2 baths, utility room and 3 car garage. Call today to see this special house
on approx. 1 acre lot. This is a must see property in a country setting.
Terms: 10% down date of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
_

Terry Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays-

A

cased

Olkood

HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small
Gives a call. Yes we paint
houses. Phone:
436-5759 or 753-2388.
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local. Licensed &
Insured. Luke Lamb
270-753-2555.
1-877-902-5262.
Lawnmower &
Tiller Ready?
Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair
Pickup/delivery
753-9814
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs.
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs. Free estimates.
270-437-4559.

Absolute
The Ideal Mira Farm
Saturday, June 17th at 10 a.m.
43 Peacock Lane, Murray, Kentucky
Directions: From Murray, KY: Take KY Hwy.94 East to Hwy. 280, turn right and continue for approx. 5 miles to the One Stop grocery, bear left onto Poplar Springs
Road, proceed approx. one mile to Wildcat Village entrance. Turn left onto Wildcat
Drive, continue to Jaguar Lane,turn left and proceed to Pecan Drive, turn left and
proceed to auction site on Peacock Lane.
A superb 2700 sq. ft. 3 bedroom, two story brick house less than two years old, two
baths - gas central heat and air, labor saving kitchen, two car garage with concrete
drives. Fruit trees and raised gardens add to this little paradise. Approx. 3: acres.

Smola* Oilseed

NEW To Area
Lawn and Garden tilling
Custom box blade work
Bush hogging post hole
drilling
Light backhoe
work References upon
Glen
request
Call
Reynolds
270-436-6332
QUALITY Roofing New
Cell- 270-619-5076
Roofs, re- roofs tear offs
753-7769 leave message
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188

Protect Your Number One Investment

JIM DAY PAINTING
6
PAPERHANGING

,111Ib

Reasonable
Rates
Helpful Advice
High

Free Estimates Trustworthy\

753-4931

Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1211 State Houle 121 North

tiiitirkaoSiguida,rde,
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service All Brands
TVA Certified Heat Pump Installer License 0402152

270-759-2288
frth 13r-other

—Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"
111

(502)
759-1591

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
• Install braces & floor joists under houses
for sagging or weak floors
• Replace or repair water and drain lines
• Install moisture barriers
P/us...all other home improvements
David Gallimore, Owner

Free Estimates

901-247-5422

Jan Lawncare
and

Joe and Irene Smith have made the decision to offer this entire collection at auction. Everything here is sharp and ready to use.

Like New Kubota
B7100, HSD,4WD with 500 hrs.
diesel, 60" cut, RC60-713 rotary
mower.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

Real
Estate
Sells at
10 a.m.

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281 Firm 2333
-My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

Landscaping
•Scheduled Mowing • Weed Control & Fertilize
• Aerating & Seeding • Mulching
• Shrub Care • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge rimming • Dirt Work
• New Yard Preparation
• Power Overseeding • Top Soil - Will Haul
- Free Estimates -

Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

M.S. Roofing

ESTATE AUCTION

Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Saturday, June 17, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. Taz Rogers, 812 ShaWa Circle, Murray, KY.just off of College Farm Rd.
Small oak telephone table - old picture frames - Deacon bench - sofa & chair 2 rockers - coffee table & end tables w/inlaid marble - old coffee table - portable
color t.v. - recliner - other odd chairs - foot stool - old oak dresser base - old tin
door pie safe w/drawer at bottom - old table lamp base - electric Singer sewing
machine & chair - 3 piece bedroom suite - old dresser & mirror - odd bed straight chairs - floor lamp - hi-back rocker - bed & chest w/lamp tables - table
& kerosene lamps - rollaway bed - washer & dryer- upright freezer - 5 drawer
chest - ice cream freezer - microwave - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances maple table & chairs - flatware - - cast iron pieces - Corningware - blue dishes
- old glass & china - service for 6 hand painted w/gold brush - canner - meat
grinder - old dress patterns - clean material - oval braided rug - assortment of
amber tea glasses - milk glass hen on nest - old books - walking sticks w/brass
knob hames - shaker sets - hand painted lamp - cotton bats - pink, green & amber
depression - red vases - spice set - old vinegar cruet wflead crystal stopper straight razors - pocket knives - costume jewelry - cats paw stone piece - cake
plates - old cheese hoop - milkglass pieces - old bed chambers - old post cards kraut cutter - anniversary dome clock - wood magazine rack - antique brass table
lamps - old fold-up stools - old radios - old records L.P. &. stereo - lot of linens
- tablecloths - old umbrellas - stone jug - fancy hand painted piggy bank approx. 160* board ft. of rough sawed wild cherry lumber, dry - nail keg - some
Tell City wood - old carpenter tool box - step ladder - horse collar & hames garden plow - well bucket - breast chains - bridle bits - Black Hawk corn sheller
- tobacco knive - cross cut saw - old wrenches - wood brace & bit - single trees
- old library table - double wash tub - shop anvil on stand- and much more. Not
responsible for accidents. Lunch available. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed P. Bonded in Ky. & Tenn 51281 Firm 2331
My Service Doesn't Cost. It Pays"

\\4

FORD 2000, with 1100 hrs., EXTRA SHARP.

Fully Equipped Shop, Concrete Floor, Lots of Lights

This Auction has SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!!!

1
0

Household: Curio Cabinets, one unusual corner cabinet, dozens of music boxes, grandfather
clock, antique tools and farm items, plenty of old knives, cabinet size Singer sewing machine,
living room suite, two bedroom suites, two twin beds, silverware, televisions, dishes, china
and glassware, electronic keyboards, chest freezer, Bar-B-Que grill and smoker.

Knives. Guns.Weapons; Compound Bow,gun safe, Stevens 410 shotgun,J.C. Higgins 16 ga.
shotgun, Winchester 22 Cal. auto with scope, Savage 270 HP rifle, 50 Cal. muzzle loader. Lots
of pocket and utility knives with two knife cases, deer stands.
LanKa,csardmiandiarmEguipment4 John Deere, GT 626 48" cut riding mower, Snapper
26" cut mower, plow, disc, fertilizer spreader, box blade, grader blade, bush hog, Ford 2000
series with only 1100 hours, Kubota 57100 HSD with only 500 hours with 60" cut RC60-713
rotary mower, 10'John boat with trailer, 10' x 10'dog run, Rotor tiller, lawn and garden tools
of all kinds.
Shop Tools. Supplies and Eauinment; New commercial carpet cleaning equipment, new
car dolly, commercial air compressor, AC/DC Lincoln Welder, cutting torch with tanks, pipe
vise, 1/2" to 2" pipe dies, router, 10" table saw, skill saw, 2 miter saws, jig saw, belt sander,
power drills, 100's of gas fittings, water fittings, shop vac, portable pressure washer, two floor
buffers, utility trailers.
4 Wheelers: 1998 Kawasaki & Yamaha 4x4

This auction will be just like going into your favorite hardware store!!!

reonti211_Refilidtatel l0(1 down day of auction, balance within 30 days.
Termuon_Perionolftwertx_Complete settlement day of auction.

FARRIS AUCTION & ACTION REALTY
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer • Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer

\

Max R. Dodd • Broker
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149
Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796

for .cr1414rt4 Announemeeto day auk take precedence over all prnted memo!

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

Brothers
,-- Arlz)1 Tree Service
;Av
270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED

114,5111ED

Ettimate%
20 Hr Sent( e

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service

Hedge Trimming full lane of
f quepment
Tree & Stump
Removal

Paul Lomb

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water •Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders
Phone(270) 759-4734
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Sarvices Offered
RILEY Construction
Pole Barns Starting
At$7 00 psf
Cat For Details
Free Estimates
270-489-2907
ROOFING
Residential Tile &
Drywall Remodeling
Ask for Steve
437-4718
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Driveways
•Parking lots
*Striping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
fertilization,
&
bed
mulching Free Estimates.
759-9609
WATSON ROOFING
New roofs, repairs, and
tearotfs Call for estimates
1-901-644-9969

Puppies: Part
FREE
Cocker Spaniel 753-7510.
FREE Firewood. 4 oak
trees. laying on the ground.
Easy to get to & load. 4362869.

'99.95

HOROSCOPES

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
Dish Nct%%tii-1, FREE to PRIMESTAR
Customers!!

Iii%talicti Iii
low 11.•litc'

d'sfl
DIRECTV

d:si?
Et.3

Best Pm:es On Pagers &Cell Phones
Come see us at our new location
408 N. 12th St.
Next to Pizza Hut)

.
US
II

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.
•Cement Boards
•Grouts•Mortars
1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. • Sat By Appt.
Phone/Fax 270-753-8087

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $195 with this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $205.
Call 753-1916 For Details

Every Friday Night

B•1•N•G•0

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Fnday. June 16.
2000
Your unusual atuactiveness, energy and
chansrna attract opportunities this year
Somehow, when the chips are down, the
unexpected comes to your rescue
Remain confident and understanding
Making money and spending it take on
unusual importance You might need to
curb impulses If you are single. you will
draw many However, making the nght
choice might take awhile This coming
year. you are likely to meet someone who
will be very important to you If
attached, make it OK to disagree, but
don't tut below the belt Acceptance is
key to closeness SAGITTARIUS might
not always agree with you
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
4-Positive,
5-Dynamic,
3-Average; 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apnl 19)
*** Pull away from an annoying personal situation. You could get far angner
than you have been in a long time. In a
calmer atmosphere. ask for what you
need Take an overview Extremes speak
presently: feelings and egos are involved.
Do something you have wanted to do for
a long time. Tonight Get out of the office
A SAP.
TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20)
*** You're no longer willing to sit on
your duff and let things continue as they
are. Vent your feelings to another. Your
high energy and volatility help you cruise
through your work and errands. Relate
on a one-on-one level Tonight, Have
that discussion.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
*** Defer to others. Don't take comments personally. People are prone to
exaggerate, and you might see things in a
more extreme fashion. Share your good
intentions, even though you don't have to
blow a lot of money to make your point.
Tonight. Let the good times roll.

121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
Plus * $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)

COMMUNITY PORTRAIT

$500 Jackpot Every Week

coming in July 2000

•Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181

CELLTOUCH,inc. SHARE YOUR AIR
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Herdees on Chestnut St

767-9111
Avt.10•11j,C
wor•f
1.••
aatm ,

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Mars moves into your sign.
bestowing high energy but also a tendency to be more verbal than usual You are
feeling unusually pressured by others,
especially in your day-to-day environment. You don't have to use sarcasm to
say what you think. Tonight: Ask for a
back rub — you need it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Aim high. A flirtation builds.
Make sure you both understand what is
happening and where this can lead.
Being clear now could prevent a lot of
upset later Be careful in the next few
weeks about a tendency to Internalize
your anger Tonight. Kick up your heels.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You will be unusually goal-driven
over the next few weeks Tie up loose
ends at work and at home. You don't
need details to distract you. Work
demands attention, but your mind could
be elsewhere. Play your cards nght, and
there could be a pay raise. Tonight. Head
home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
**** Keep conversations going. You
gam enormous insight, but there could be
an element of conflicting information.
Dig into work. Remain positive. You can
deal with what comes up. Concentrate.
Take charge at work and with an older
relative. Tonight: Let work become fun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You might sense that another is
questioning your thinking. Do the same.
See where there might be cracks in your
logic. Another demonstrates good will
and generosity. Do not take this person
for granted. One-on-one relating is highlighted. Tonight: Treat a loved one.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
***** Beam in what you want.
Another could play coy, but he wants
your attention. Don't be stingy — enjoy
the moment. Popularity peaks. Avoid
being skeptical. A partner or close associate pushes your buttons Expect more

Call the Ledger to advertise in
the annual

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

* 28 Games
Paying from $25 - $250

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

$35 for 200 minutes

Yr. Limited Warranty
.
.24-Month Free Replacement
.24-Hour Roadside Assistance
•Smooth, Quiet Ride

Lifeliner STE6
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

ADD UP TO 4 ADDITIONAL
LINES FOR S15 EACH

Available on new one year service agreement. Subtect to credit check and approval. Fee *II be
tor earl termination of contract. Other restnctions ma
• . Offer ends 8/30/00.

NEW & USED TIRES • FREE BALANCING WITH TIRE PURCHASE

New
Blower features Quad Power"' engine and
round nozzle Easily converts to vacuum

4111D>

Trimmer features Quad PowerTM engine,
upright fuel tank, and a lightweight/balanced
design.

140"
CEP

Vity

"dr

199"

MURRAY HOME I AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571
Chestnut St.• Murray
1-fours: Man.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
www.stihlusa.com
IM

gNills
urser

New

Shedder vac features Quad Power"'
engine. and 2-year consumer
warranty. Easily converts to blower

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd;• 753-1111

limits as well as objectives You'll put in
a far greater effort, but it is ultimately
worth it High energy and direction take
you where you v.ant to go Network
Tonight Follow your fnencts
PISCES (Feb 19-March 20)
*** You might feel trapped inside a
pressure cooker, but you have the c-reafivity and high energy to reduce tension
Take your time when dealing with family members who might be touchy They
care a lot about you Tonight Flirt the
night away.

GREAT GIFT
IDEAS FOR DAD!

C
Are Your Tires Ready
To Hit The Road This Spring?

FREE LONG DISTANCE

NEW NOKIA 918 PHONE
& CAR CHARGER FREE
NSTTH EACH NEW LINE

of this in the near future. Tonight: Let the
good times begin.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19)
*** You see your just rewards for a
week of hard work. Another means well,
but he could hold you up from important
plans Deal with details and co-workers
Clear out any pending tasks. A partner
might tend to be difficult and verbal over
the next fess weeks. Tonight Relax
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
**** Aim for what you want Openly
discuss a professional goal Recognize

...

TTB

HWY. 641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725

800-472-8852

114s) Pee
Pawrbtio Cor
You SramPeo?

FREE

Attend Our
Tree Planting
Demonstration
Sat., June 17th at 10 a.m.
and receive

20%
OFF
All Container Trees
* VISIT OUR DAYLILY AND
DISPLAY GARDENS *
Open Mon.-Thur. 8-6
Fri. til 7:30, Sat. 8-5
=
't4 4
Sunday 1-5

Parts & Service
Departments
will be closed
June 17, 2000 for
inventory.
We will re-open
on June 19, 2000.
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR ABBY: My mother is married for the second time. They were
married when I was 14. A year
later, she discovered he'd had an
incestuous relationship with both of
his daughters from the age of 5
until the oldest went to college and
the second girl was 14 or 15. The
relationship with the second daughter ended six months before he mar-

Although your husband no longer
suffers from gouty arthritis, he still
has gout: The elevated level of uric
acid probably remains in his system.
Therefore, he should be under the
care of a physician and would be
helped by continuing to take allopurinol, a drug that blocks the formation
of uric acid. Despite the absence of
joint inflammation, your husband's
sodium urate may continue to cause
painless damage to internal organs,
such as the kidneys. To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report "About

DEAR DR GOTT: I am now 28 At
the age of 7, I underwent open heart
surgery to patch holes in my heart,
after surviving bacterial endocarditis
I want to get braces on my teeth
and both my dentist and cardiologist
approve. However, my mother has a
conniption fit when 1 mention this,
because my pediatric cardiologist was
very much against it in the past. What
do you think?
DEAR READER: With all due
respect to your mother, 1 side with
your present doctors. Patients with Gout." Other readers who would like a
diseased or deformed heart valves do copy should send $2 plus a long, selfrun a higher risk of endocarditis addressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
(heart infection> when bacteria spill Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
into the blood stream during exten- York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
sive dental work or cleaning. Such the title.
patients should routinely receive
DEAR DR. (iOTT: We are conantibiotic coverage before and during
about our daughter, who has
cerned
dental manipulation.
what the dermatologists call a portHowever, if your orthodontist is wine birthmark that covers her left
careful in applying the braces — and cheek. What causes this and what is
works closely with your cardiologist the usual treatment?
— I don't believe that you would have
DEAR READER: Known medically
trouble. I can well understand your
as
nevus flammeus, a port-wine birthmother's concern, yet your situation
flat, blood-vessel tumor that
has altered considerably since you mark is a
present
on
the skin at birth. It ranges
is
were a child facing surgery. In addifrom a pale red to a deep purtion, health professionals today are in color
ple and usually occurs on the face and
much more aware of the risks of endoscalp,
where it tends to follow the discarditis; hence, they're more careful.
tribution of nerves supplying the skin.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband On the scalp, it may fade with age; on
used to drink two gin-and-tonics a the face or trunk, it causes a permanight. He also wore heavy cowboy nent cosmetic problem. Skin creams
boots. Because he had repeated may partially hide the blemish, but
attacks of gout, he switched to bour- plastic surgery is usually necessary,
bon and branch water, gave up his using methods such as cryosurgery
boots and has not had a gout attack in (freezing) and laser therapy.
two years. He was even able to stop
c 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
taking allopurinol. Do you think the
problem was the gin or the boots?
DR. GOTT
DEAR READER: The boots. Gout is
a disease of either excess uric-acid
production during metabolism or
reduced uric-acid excretion by the
kidneys. The increased amount of uric
acid in the body is converted to sodi-

LOOKING BACK

with my innermost feelings. Should
I write her off or should I confront
her?

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Dr. Kit
Wesler, director of Wickliffe

BETRAYED IN INDIANA

Mounds Research Center, supervising preparations for the second annual Archaeology Weekend set
June 16-17 at the center, owned by
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Ginger and Jeff Russell, June 8; a
girl to Bonny and Paul Redden,
June 9; a girl to Melisa andMichael
Baker and a boy to Loretta and
David Daniel, June 12.
Published is a picture of the Calloway County High School Class
of 1970 at its 20-year reunion at
Lake Barkley State Park Lodge.
Twenty years agO
Twenty-six persons from Calloway County were among 185
adults earning high school equivalency certificates through the General Educational Development Program at Murray State University
this spring.
Pvt. Anthony T. Pratt of Murray
is now serving in the United States
Army at Fort Benning, Ga.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Clark, May 23; a
girl to Mr. and _Mrs. Wayne
Fleming, May 25; a boy to Ose Lee
and Paulette Graves, June 5; a girl
to Mike and Brenda Charlton, June
8.
Thirty years ago
A rain and electrical storm hit
Murray and Calloway County
about 11 p.m. June 14, causing
electrical and telephone lines to be
damaged. John Ed Scott, local official government weather observer,
said two inches of rain was record-

DEAR BETRAYED: I hope
your son has recovered from his
automobile accident.
Before writing off such a
long friendship, talk to Ruth
ned my mom. Mother forgave him, and give her a chance to
explain. If her reasons for
and we all went to counseling.
I'm 29 now, with a 7-year-old revealing the secrets make
daughter. We see them only on holi- sense, give her another chance.
days. My mother doesn't under- However, should you discover a
stand why my daughter can't go to malicious streak in your old
their home without me or my hus- friend, say farewell to her.
band. My daughter is asking why
she doesn't get to see Grandma or

DEAR ABBY M), 67-year-old
husband has taken up with a 45year-old married woman. We live in
a small town, and of course everybody knows about it.
As I see it, I have two options.
The first is to maintain the status
quo and pretend all is well for the
DEAR SUSAN: Your daugh- benefit of friends, family, children
ter is old enough to be told the and grandchildren.
The second option is to sue him
difference between appropriate
and inappropriate touching, for divorce and clean his clock. I
and she should report to you have all the evidence I need — credany behavior that makes her it card receipts, motel records and
eyewitnesses. Perhaps he won't be
"uncomfortable."
Under no circumstances so darn "charming" without his
should your little girl spend money.
I could also sue her for "assault
time at your mother's house
without supervision. If your on a marriage," which I saw on TV
mother threatens to take you to the other evening.
Can you think of any other
court for "grandparent rights"
again, tell her that you will dis- options?
TRYING TO DECIDE
cuss her husband's history of
incestuous behavior with the
DEAR TRYING: Offer your
judge.That should be the end of
philandering husband. the
it.
option of healing the marriage.
4**
If he refuses to end the affair
DEAR ABBY: In March, my son and join you in marriage counwas involved in a serious auto acci- seling, consult a lawyer about
dent. "Ruth," my best friend for your other options.
almost 30 years, went to visit him
at my father's house. Dad later told
CONTRACT
me that while she was there, she
um urate crystals that settle into
badmouthed me, my husband and
joints and other tissues, causing pain
our
other children. She also talked
and swelling. Acute gouty arthritis is
about our finances.
often triggered by minor trauma to
I feel so betrayed by Ruth that East dealer.
Take this case where you're in
joints, such as would occur from wearI'm
not sure I'll ever want anything Both sides vulnerable.
six spades and Westleads a trump.
ing shoes or boots that pinch.
to do with her again. Abby, Ruth
NORTH
You're off to a bad start because if
To my knowledge, no scientific studand I had been friends since high
West had led anything else, you'd
*K8
ies have linked gout to modern alcoschool. We shared our most inti93
have made the slam easily by ruffholic beverages. In bygone days, lead
mate secrets over the years. I would
•AQ984
ing two hearts in dummy.
was added to wines to promote clarity.
never have discussed her personal
*A Q 6 2
But there's no point in crying
This caused lead poisoning (saturnine
business with my family, and I'm
EAST
over spilt milk, so you do the best
WEST
gout) but is no longer a problem
hurt that she disclosed mine.
+ 765
442
you can under the circumstances.
because of prohibitions against
She was the only person other
drinks.
V
Q
1074
You
win the spade with the king,
V
J6
5
adding lead to alcohol
than my husband that I trusted
•K J 6 3
•10752
ruff a diamond, cash the A-K of
*K108
hearts, ruff a heart and ruff anttbJ 9 5
other diamond.
SOUTH
Youthencash the A-Qoftrumps,
•AQJ1093
L_ CD NI ElI E.
bringing you to the-critical point of
I° A K 8 2
•—
the play. You might feel tempted
tr'S GETTING
WAIT' LET'S SET A QUICK DiTE,
OKAY, I'M TIRED,
to try a club finesse now, but that
*743
COME BACK, WORK A LITTLE
TOO.. TIME TO
LATE/ DOSS-.
would be a mistake. It would give
,The
The bidding:
LET'S CALL
HEAD GOR HOVE y MORE/ SACK OUT IN THE OFFICE/
North you only about an even chance of
South West
I-, AND ØE READY FOR AN EARLY
fI"QUITS
making the slam.
Pass
2•
1*
Pass
START TONCRROW!
/4
Instead,at this point you should
3 NT
Pass
Pass
2
,..././
6*
lead your last heart! This play
5*
Pass
Pass
costs you nothing, but it might —
Opening lead — seven ofspades.
Ar
t:Ago
and in the actual case does — give
Suppose someone offers you a you the slam. East wins the heart
bet where you can'tlose,you might with the queen and must return a
win, and the worst that can hap- club or a diamond into dummy's
pen is that you break even. Pre- pair of A-Q's, handing you your
bsumably you'd grab such a bet with 12th trick.
It is true that if West turns up
alacrity — propositions like this
certainly don't come along every with the missing heart, you will
have done absolutely nothing to
day.
HOLDING TIHS
WHEN WOMEN AREN'T
Occasionally, this sort of situ- advance your cause. In that case,
I'M HOLDING A SHOE IN
... AND NOW I'M LOVINCTLY
NURTURING FAMILIES,
M4 HAND. AN WW1 SHOE.
HIDEOUS, USELESS SHOE
PUTTING IT BACK ON A
ation arises at the bridge table. A though, you'd still have the club
NER THE "OUT" BOX...
WE'RE NURTURING
A SHOE THAT NEVER Err,
NICE,FRESH SHELF AND COn1hand comes along where a certain finesse to fall back on. By leading
FOOTWEAR,
GOES WITH NOTHING, AND
MIITING TWELVE INCHES Of
play might gain you a trick, while your fourth heart, you therefore
ALMOST CRIPPLED ME THE
PRECIOUS CLOSET SPACE ID
there is no corresponding chance have everything to gain and nothIT FOR ANOTHER YEAR.
LAST 11/11E I WORE IT.
ing to lose.
of the play costing you a trick.
spend the night when Grandma
asks. Should I tell her why? Is she
old enough to understand? My
mother has threatened to take me
to court for "grandparent rights."
What do I do?
SUSAN IN LUBBOCK,TEXAS

BRIDGE•

Free for the Asking

I
4A4,314

IIlIIiiiti

dEk-r Ne-

TM

-ts

Tomorrow: Test your play.

CROSSWORDS
OUT

1 Compass pt.
4 Repeatedly
9 Lizard type

IFelFt EtE-I—TIE Ft cor WFS
WHERE'S MOtA Ate DA07)

ARE 11-1EY GoriNA Buk/
HE-R STofte?

TH'KE meeTiNG
WITH PARS.PETliticc-1

12 Spring mo.
13 Small fish
DON'T HOLD YOUR
BREATH THY'D NEVER
MAKE A DECISION LIKE
"THAT IN ONE EVENING.

V

14 Ms. Long
15 He portrayed
Clyde Barker
17 Boorish
19 Individual
20 British —
21 — Pound
23 B-E linkup
24 Make
amends
27 "— Boot"
28 Soap name
30 Ms. Bagnold
31 Cheese St.
32 — Day
(June)
34 Nobleman,

WANT TO REMINISCE ABOUT
YOUR GALLBLADDER OR
......L_ SOMETHI NG

50 YOU'RE GOING
)
TO BE 22,HUH"

39 Wants
1

THAT'S
RIGHT

2

3

5

12

or"

4

r (aLl

7-- 4

19

dictrial

21

16 Genetic
material
18 Gala
celebrations
20 Boise
resident
21 Man's name
22 Afncan nation
23 Quote (a
g

8

•

•
20

J
.

•24 '

25

29
.

s4

33

38

37

She was aware of the
natural superiority of a
dog,and it bothered her

I'
,KINK ifatilt Affri-CAT
STORIES SHOW TOO
MUCkt PREJUDICE I
THINK kfOUREIN
ID MAKE A LOT
OF ENEMiE5

I FIND THAT
NOT
EVENONE HARP Ti BELIEVE
HATES
41i gip
CATS,`CU
KNOW!

:Ass

39

UNUd

1
47

ill
1

42

1
45

44

.4‘1

48

,

during World War II. Meanwhile,
B-29 Superfortresses made their
first raids on Japan.
In 1960, the Billy Wilder movie
"The Apartment," starring Jack
Lemmon and Shirley MacLaine,
opened in New York.
In 1978, King Hussein of Jordan married 26-year-old American
Lisa Halaby, who became Queen
Noor.
In 1994, Israel and the Vatican
established full diplomatic relations.
One year ago: Thousands of
ethnic Albanian refugees flooded
back into Kosovo while thousands
of Serbs fled. Vessels from North
Korea and South Korea clashed
on the Yellow Sea; about 30 North
Korean sailors are believed to have
died. A magnitude 6.7 earthquake
in central Mexico killed at least
17 people.

Subscribe to the
Murray Ledger I
& Times
Local Delivery
RATES
$18.75
3 mo.
$37.50- I
6 mo.
$75.00
1 yr.

passage)
25 Frasier's
brother
26 Singer
Nelson's
family
28 Prosecutor,
for short
29 — up to
(approach in
an indirect
way)
32 Diminishes
33 Hosp. worker
36 Islamic holy •
city
38 Indeed
40 Washington
— Here
42 Nellie —
44 Creamycentered
cookie
45 — from grace
46 Agt.
47 Before

Mail Subscription
RATES
$57.00
3 mo.
$69.50
6 mo.
$98.00
1 yr.
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Street Address
City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon with
payment to:

48 Spanish
relative
49W— the
ramparts "
50 Court matter
53 Football pos

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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Money Order
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Visa
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26
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Secret ly,Kitten Kaboodle
wished she wre a dog
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1,4

22

31
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8
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, June IS, the
167th day of 20(X). There are 199
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 15, 1215, King John
put his seal to Magna Cana ("the
Great Charter") at Runnymede.
England. granting his barons more
liberty.
On this date:
In .1775, the Second Continental Congress voted unanimously to
appoint George Washington head
of the Continental Army.
In 1904, more than 1,000 people died when fire erupted aboard
the steamboat General Slocum in
New York's East River.
In 1944, American forces began
their successful invasion of Saipan

6-15 © 2000 United Feature Syndicate
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CALYX
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ANWAREI TA
O NLOAN
KARATE
NUM
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ASTRONAUT
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GASP
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ARIES TEN

1 Cutting tool
2 Resort
3 Mistakes
4 S-shaped
curve
5 Amusement
6 Poston ID
7 Epic poem
8 Antelope
9 Accord
10 Thatch
plants
11 Joyful
exclamation

for short

TODAY IN HISTORY

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

35 Woman's
name
37 Pertaining to
the dawn
38 Marina del

ing here during the past 24 hours.
Joe Pat Trevathan, Certified
Public Accountant of the accounting firm of Richardson lit Trevathan, presented the annual audit
of the Murray Natural Gas System
at a meeting of the Murray City
Council. The report was accepted
by the council.
Forty yarn ago
Fred Schultz. principal and science teacher of Murray High
School, is one of four outstanding
high school science teachrs who
have been named as instructors for
the summer science and mathematics training program at Murray
State College, according Dr. Walter
Blackburn, director.
Pvt. James K. Morgan, son of
Mr. and Mrs. David Morgan. sailed
May 17 from Morehead City. N.C..
enroute for duty in the Mediterranean Sea area. He is serving with
the United States Marine Corps.
Fifty years ago
The Murray Hospital shows a
net profit of $181.77 for the past
current year in the annual financial
statement released by the hospital.
"The temperature on the square
at noon today was 90. The thermometer is located on the front of
Scott Drug Co.." from column.
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams, general manager.
The Rev. Orval H. Austin of
Louisville will speak at the Sunday
worship service at College Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main
Streets, Murray.

7

41 Station break
42 A First Lady
43 Alain —
45 Sunshine St.
46 "Mad About
You" actor
48 "Cleopatra"
star
51 Sea bird
52 Danger
54 Confederate
general
55 Split — soup
56 Sum
57 Many mos.
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302 N. Main Street • Benton, KY
It's Back!

Summer Savings
On...

•

INTEREST
for 36 MONITHS*!

Sofas
Sofa Sleepers
Love Seats
Cedar Chests
Recliners
Swivel Rockers
Gliders
Curios
Baker's Rack
Entertainment
Centers
End Tables/Cocktail
Tables
Lamps
Wood Rockers
Bedroom Suites
Mattresses
Dining Sets
Chinas
Barstools
Pub Tables
Bunkbeds
Daybeds
Futons

IT'S BACK...
This is the sale you have been waiting for! SHOP AND COMPARE! No Down Payment...No interest for 3 full years!
Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. • Saturday 8:30 - 5:00 p.m.

LOW PAYMENT WITH 3 YEARS FREE FINANCING!
Purchase '500 Purchase '1000 Purchase '2000 Purchase '3000 Purchase '4000 Purchase '5000
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
Pay Only
$

389

'2778

$5556

111' 13889

$
8
333 $
$
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
Per Month
WE CARRY HIGH QUALITY NAME BRAND FURNITURE AT LOW, LOW, DISCOUNT PRICES

It's simple, pick out all the furniture you want and divide by 36. This is your
monthly payment. Never any added interest or finance charges.
* $500 Purchase - Minimum
requirement with approved credit thru AGF

ill'11111111117,

IPUISINEMMUlit 1111 1111MV9IMIESSIS
302 N. Inman Strimmt
113asiritcan, KY
VISA

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA
GUARANTEED.CHECK
WITH US BEFORE YOU BUY.

111217-24111110

BEST PRICES IN THE AREA
GUARANTEED.CHECK
WITH US BEFORE YOU BUY.
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Organizalion ley lo successful- wed-ding
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
It rained May 27, the day
that Shannon Farley and Adam
Blalock of Murray got married
at First Christian Church.
However, the couple's preparations for the things they could
control at the ceremony all
worked out, and upon the newlyweds' return from their honeymoon in Jamaica, the bride
was blushing with pride over
the success of those nuptial plans.
"The only thing that went
wrong was that it rained all day,
but I could not have been more
pleased," said Shannon Blalock,
25,almost embarrassed to recount
how smoothly the event transpired. "Everything was the way
I wanted it, and. it really could
not have been more beautiful."
--Blalock credits her weddingday bliss to the fact that she
and her husband, 23, were very
organized in-planning each aspect
of the ceremony, from decorations and music to the dresses
for the bridesmaids.
"I had a notebook set up in
14 different sections, and every
time I saw something I liked, I
ripped it out of the magazine
and put it in my notebook,"
Blalock said.
She designed her invitations
on a computer program available at the Calloway County
Public Library and used the
Internet to find a company in
California that sells 10-gallon
bags of rose petals to toss at

the new couple, instead of blowing bubbles or throwing rice or
bird seed.
"A lot of finding out what
you want is finding out what
you don't want," Blalock said.
"Sometimes people don't know
where to start, but don't be
afraid to use the Internet and
try not to stress out too much."
The plans for the Blalock
wedding produced compliments
on a variety of features from
the music — the bride met
harpist Carolyn Garrett from Ballard County when she got her
dress in Paducah — to the use
of fresh flowers to decorate the
church banisters.
Guests also thought that the
sight of the bridesmaids in different dresses was "really neat."
Blalock allowed her bridesmaids
to select their own dresses for
the wedding based on the color,
fabric, length and sleeve style
she wanted, and the effect, along
with the other unique ideas, drew
rave reviews.
"I had never seen a harpist
or rose petals at a wedding in
Murray, but it was very pretty,"
Blalock said. "Everything about
the wedding was special, but
those things helped make it really beautiful."
Meanwhile, Leah Baust of
Murray and Jason Hooper of
Danville hope they can say the
same thing after they tie the
knot Saturday at First Presbyterian Church.
Time constraints and geogra-

phy — Hooper, 24, and his parents live in Danville, Baust, 23,
lives in Nashville, Tenn. and the
wedding is in Murray; he proposed on Valentine's Day —
have given the couple some
interesting planning scenarios
"Nobody that is working on
the wedding lives in Murray,
and that's been one of the toughest things," said Baust, whose
parents live in Murray. "We've
run up some big phone bills,
and we're going to have to bring
some things from Nashville and
Danville."
Fortunately, thanks to some
one-stop shopping and inventive
cost-cutting measures, as well
as plenty of helpful parental
guidance, the couple feels things
will be in order.
"Nobody said we could prepare a wedding in four months,
but my mom said,'Sure we can,"
Baust said. "I think that if we
did this over a year, we'd go
crazy, plus we really didn't- have
the luxury to take that kind of
time."
Unsure whether they wanted
a DJ or a band to play the
music at the reception, the couple decided to have the music
they wanted played from a wide
variety of CDs burned onto three
CDs. The process gives the couple three uninterrupted hours of
their favorite music without having to hire additional help to
run the music in the deli section of Fifteenth and Olive, where
the reception will be held.

Bridal ciouit.

qessica McClintock'

Advance planning can relieve stress for the wedding
ceremony, especially for the bride.
Baust and Hooper also asked
Fifteenth and Olive to cater the
rehearsal dinner at Kentucky
Lake and make the wedding
cake.
"It's been nice to get a lot
of things done at the same place;
it really saved us some time,"
Baust said. "Fifteenth and Olive
is also doing all the decorations,
and we got all the dresses and
tuxedos at a place in Nashville
that we were very comfortable
with."
Both women were pleased
with the way their partners were
involved in helping to put together the wedding plans, and Hooper said he enjoyed the entire

process.
"I've heard stories where the
groom just shows up for the
wedding, but although she's
doing a lot of planning, we've
talked about everything we've
planned," Hooper said."I've been
informed in a lot of decisions,
so I'm not expecting any surprises."
"He's been very involved —
he wanted to be a part of it
and I wanted him to be, also,"
Baust said of her fiance. "We've
been willing to work with each
other and he's been great with
doing some errands, which I
hear is a great sign."
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(ARA) -. So you're months, maybe even weeks away from the
big day.
Your partner popped the question and gave you a ringbut have
you popped the really big question?
You know, the question that involves the "M" word?
It's difficult for many people to talk about money. Especially
people in love.
But it's an absolute must. It's common knowledge that unresolved money issues are a leading factor in the break up of many
marriages.
So, rather than wait until after you've tied the knot, why not
set some time aside today to start talking about the "M" word?
Randy Schuldt, a vice president with IHateFinancialPlanning.com,
a new Web site devoted to the more than 75 percent of Americans who hate financial planning, says the key to talking about
money in a relationship is to start early. Schuldt, who's happily married and the father of two, says it's
paramount to understand each partner's savings and spending
habits.
"Because it's not easy to talk about money, Web sites like
IHateFinancialPlanning.com can serve as a source to initiate the
conversation," adds Schuldt, who also highly recommends a relatively new book by Ruth Hayden, titled "For Richer, Not Poorer-The Money Book for Couples."
Ultimately, says Schuldt, a couple that intends to marry needs
to go beyond the talking stage to developing a written financial
plan, complete with goals, individual duties and financial policies,
such as at what dollar amount does one spouse need the permission of the other to make a purchase decision.
To help couples better understand where they stand, IHateFinancialPlanning.com has developed a 10-minute quiz-sort of a
financial calculator-that both partners can take and use to facilitate a discussion about money.
If your scores seem way off don't cancel the reception hall,
but take some time and talk things over.
If really big problems surface, some time with a marriage
counselor or an experienced financial planner may help you and
your honey see eye-to-eye.
"Think of this little quiz as a snapshot," adds Schuldt. "It can
help tell you and your soon-to-be spouse where you're at now
in terms of your various perspectives about money management."
IHateFinancialPlanning.com Financial Compatibility Calculator:
1. We talk about money regularly. - True - False
2. We have decided who will handle the bills after we marry.
- True - False
3. I feel my future spouse manages his/her own money well.
- True - False
4. I would feel comfortable if my future spouse made a purchase of $250 without telling me: - True - False
5. I feel my future spouse knows what my retirement dreams
are. - True - False
6. I know how much debt and savings (including investments)
my spouse is bringing into our marriage. - True - False
7. Between us, we have more than five credit cards. - True False
8. I know how much my future spouse makes and what percentage he/she is contributingto their 401 (k) plan at work. - Truc
- False
9. 1 feel my spouse avoids sitting down and talking about
money with me. - True - False
10. We have the same financial dreams. - True - False
II. I feel like my future spouse treats his/her money as if it's
his/her own. - True - False
12. I never talked about money with my parents. - True False
13. I know how my future spouse would feel if 1 wanted to

MI See Page 5

One of the classic photo shots for any wedding is the wedding party. Poses often
include the bride and attendants, groom and attendants and then a group shot.

.Tholos caplure specthi matnenIs
(AP) - It might well be the
wedding picture of our time:
John F. Kennedy, Jr., bending
like a modern Galahad to kiss
the hand of his bride, Carolyn.
Taken by Denis Reggie, this
image was acclaimed "Photo of
the Year" in Life, Time and People magazines.
Reggie is photographer of

more famous weddings than most
of us have even read about —
Tom Clancy, Karenna Gore.
Prince Alexandre von Furstenberg, Catherine Crier. Mariah
Carey, James Taylor and Don
Henley. He has photographed
more than 16 Kennedy weddings, including those of Caroline Kennedy, Maria Shriver, and

his own sister, Victoria, to Senator Ted Kennedy. But it wasn't his sister's wedding that introduced him to the famous family, he had been shooting
Kennedy weddings for 12 years
before that.
Reggie may have spearhead-

II See Page 4

We extend a special
invitation to you for a
free wedding consultation
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The bride and groom cutting the cake is another
traditional
moment captured on film, as is the feeding of the
cake to
each other.

MEMORABLE
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Register with us for gifts
you'll cherish always.

p.,....

We will gladly assist you in
choosing the perfect frame
and matting for your
wedding photos.

ed the current trend of this cinema verite, photojournalistic style
that captures the spontaneous
details of a wedding when he
began shooting them back in 1977
in his hometown of Crowley,
La.
Today, based in Atlanta, he
shoots 52 weddings a year in
the United States and abroad,
and he says it's his training as
a sports photographer in college
that primed him for his trademark style.
-"In the late '70s, weddings
were very much the posed portrait variety, and I thought how
interesting it might be to photograph a wedding in the mindset of a sports photographer —
to be on the sidelines, to watch
the parents, the couple, the
friends; to anticipate, look in
the eyes, and document authentically pictures that are not posed,
not fiction, not even with people's active awareness of the camera." —
Reggie is known for moving
through a wedding crowd with
the stealth of an elegant sleuth,
blending in unobtrusively.
— Click: As the bride and
groom start to cut the cake, he
turns and catches the grandmother
standing behind him as she puts
a hand on her heart, perhaps
remembering her own wedding
60 years earlier.
— Click: Standing at the front
of a church, he raises his zoom
lens to catch the bride and her
father just before they start down
the aisle as her father squeezes
her arm, nudging her forward
to a new passage.
"The reaction to cutting the
cake is often just as powerful
as cutting the cake," says Reggie. "As a photographer I want
to turn around and watch the faces

of the witnesses. This is true
of any situation. I want to document the celebratory moments."
With JFK Jr. and Carolyn, it
was the same. "That famous
photo of him kissing her hand
was 100 percent spontaneous.
They were completely unaware
that I was 15 feet in front of
them. It was taken around 7:30
at night, and given that there
wasn't electricity on the island
for many miles, there was only
candlelight for me to focus by.
It was done with a flash on my
Hasselblad."
Reggie also takes traditional
wedding shots, some of which,
like family groupings, have to
be posed. "Every wedding is
different, but I'm always cognizant of the families and the
couple. These shots are necessary, but they're not yesteryear's
long list of 20 combinations."
Once they become arch and
artificial, Reggie is not interested. "I hate cliched pictures, those
corny pictures of the past. I hate
making things bigger than life
by arranging and prompting for
a certain stance or gaze. Any
of those cliche images are counterproductive of my mission —
to capture life as it is."
To that end, Reggie's advice
to the bride and groom is: "Relax
and be yourselves, and don't let
photography rule the day. Forgetting about the camera will
lend to the most realistic pictures.
They should also, quite honestly, be careful that some photographers today are using the
verbiage 'photojournlistic' more
for marketing purposes than as
an accurate assessment of their
work. Beware. Be sure and look
at their work to confirm that it
is as advertised."

Mirrors
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Photo Frames
Limited
Edition Poster
Art & Originals
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of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
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Sat. 9-4 • 759-1019
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Today, the Reggie style has
become the preferred one for
many weddings. Says Millie Martini Bratten, editor-in-chief of
Bride's magazine: "The biggest
trend is that the days of the
stiff wedding images taken
through a filtered lens and sort
of frozen in time are over. What
we're seeing now are photographs
that are influenced by cuttingedge imagery that people see,
like on MTV or an ad from
The Gap. Basically, what they
do is capture the action rather
than stop it.
Denis Reggie started this photojournalistic approach a decade
ago. Now, a generation of people who are familiar with advertising like The Gap's swing commercials, which are fun, want
their albums to reflect that spirit."
She recommends looking at
wedding albums of friends and
family until you find a style
you like.
When you meet with the photographer before the wedding,
take images that you like from
a magazine or those albums.
And remember: The photographer
has to be able to shoot fast.
There's no chance for retakes.
Usually, traditional shots do
make up part of the mix. New
York-based commerical photographer Eric T. Michelson says,
"I think the best wedding photography is a blend of the standard kind of shots and a journalistic or candid reportage style."
Michelson suggests that after
meeting with the photographer
before the wedding, the couple
should come up with a simple
one-page shot list for the pho-

Trust Our Sanitone Drycleaning
As your Certified Master
Drycleaner, we can help
preserve your wedding
dress by using our unique
Sanitone* drycleaning
process. Sanitone gently
cleans even the most intricate dresses. We also carefully package your dress in
a special box to ensure lasting beauty. So put your
trust in us. Because only your Certified Master
Drycleaner has Sanitone. The others don't.
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A photo of
the bride
and her
attendants
will serve as
a memory
for all in the
wedding.
This is one
of the traditional poses
shot by photographers.
Other poses
to consider
would be
the bride
and her
maid/matron
of honor
and one
with her
flower girl.

.
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tographer to work from.
"Logistically, the group photos take longer because, you
know, Uncle Seymour's over on
the side drinking, or one of the
bridesmaids is having a meltdown. This is a good job for
the mother; put her in charge
of rounding up all the people
who are supposed to be on the

set.Reggie points out that the price
for wedding photography has
gone up."Most brides today will
find that 10 percent of the total
budget makes better sense.
because after the flowers and
food, the airline tickets and
rentals, it's the photography that's
left."

Bridal Regish
...

From Page 3
quit my job and start a business. - True -False
14. I would feel comfortable
living off one salary if either
my spouse or I wanted to quit
his/her job. - True - False
15. When we talk about
money, my spouse interrupts me
often or dismisses my points of
view. - True - False
16. I feel my future spouse
is a cheapskate. - True - False
17. We have a financial plan.
- True - False
18. We've talked to a financial planner. - True - False
Scoring: Give yourself one
point if you answered true to
questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8,
10, 13, 15,16, and 17, and 1
point if you answered false to
7, 9, 11, 12 and 14.
(0 to 6 points) Red Flag
The proverbial marriage referee is throwing red flags left

and right.
Make sure your future spouse
takes this quiz and compare
scores.
If you see a significant difference in your scores, or if you
both answered the same, but had
low scores, that means you need
help-big time.
Run, don't walk, to a marriage counselor or financial planner to discuss these issues and
see if you can work toward a
better understanding of each
other's perspectives on money.
(7 to 12 points) Fork in the
Road
You and your future spouse
have a few things to work out,
but for the most part, you understand where each is coming from.
Take the results of this quiz,
head out to your favorite coffee shop and sit down to talk
about those areas where you don't

see eye-to-eye.
Maybe you won't see everything the same, but at least
you've got enough in common
that you can make it work.
(13 to 18 points) 'nSync
It was love at first sight,
right?
You're probably the kind of
couple that when someone is
speaking to you, you both answer
at the same time with the same
answer?
Maybe even finish off each
other's sentences, huh?
Well, this shows that you're
on the right track.
Keep talking, and more importantly, keep up the financial planning. Your sense of responsibility shows that you know that
financial planning is important.
So, if you haven't started a
financial plan, then, what's keeping you?

Thanks go to Oakwood Studio for providing the photos on
pages 2, 4, 7, 10 and 12 and Allison Photography for the
photos on pages 3, 5, 6,8 and 9.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Your wedding will
still be legal, even if Wagner's "Lohengrin" processional or Mendelssohn's "Incidental Music
from "A Midsummer Night's Dream" isn't played.
Have the music you like, advises Denise Gallo,
musicologist and music history professor at The
Catholic University of America.
Though long popular choices for weddings,
the Wagner and MendelssOhn pieces sound cliched
and hackneyed, Gallo says.
And, she advises, skip "Here Comes the Bride."
"Someone might choose something like that
to remain traditional, but some people now choose
rock pieces," she says.
Her colleague, Amy Antonelli, assistant dean
of the Benjamin T. Rome School of Music at
the university, recently helped her daughter, Erica,
choose music for her wedding.

The young couple picked out selections they
both loved, she says.
The processional was the chorale setting "Wachet
Auf' ("Sleeper's Wake") from Cantate 140 by
Bach, and for the recessional, Scarlatti's Sonata
in A.
The ceremony also included music from the
film, "The Deerhuntee' and the Beatles' In My
Life," sung by one of the guests.
Gallo says that if her son were getting married, she'd suggest Handel, "or some ceremonial music that would be interesting."
An occasional choice is Henry Purcell's trumpet voluntary, usually played with organ accompaniment.
"It's nice and ceremonial sounding," she says.
"I guess when you're coming down the aisle
you want everyone to look.
1,1

This classic pose is one that will create a lifetime of
memories as the father gives away his daughter.
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The beginning of your
perfect love story.
Come in and choose your engagement ring, wedding Or
anniversary band from our large store selections or ask our
jewelry design department to create the perfect ring that
reflects your personal style adding to the special romance
you both share through the years. Our prices and service
will make us your perfectjewelry store!
• We have an excellent selection of wedding
gifts & gifts for the wedding party.
• In-house expert jewelry repair, design and
engraving for less.
FREE Engraving with purchase of bridal set!

-

(AP)- Wedding and engagement jewelry symbolizes permanence, but that doesn't mean
there aren't any new slants on
its traditional look.
One if them is Tiffany &
Co.'s new Lucida diamond
engagement ring, with squarecut gems in a four-prong arched
setting in 18K gold or platinum.
Then there is the renewed
interest in three-stone rings.
Another is the increased popularity of almost invisible inscription on a diamond for both sentimental and security reasons.
Yet another trend is toward
more valuable jewelry for the
groom.
— The new Tiffany creation
won't supplant the company's
114-year-old classic and oftencopied six-prong diamond ring.
But the Lucida should appeal
to those who prefer modern
design. The diamond has mixedcut square shaping with a high
step-cut crown and wide corners, with its fire enhanced by
a brilliant-style pavilion.
The band of the setting curves
smoothly into the prongs; viewed
from the side, it reveals crossed
arches reminiscent of cathedral
design.
— Three-stone rings are classics making a comeback.
The three stones can all be
diamonds, or they might be combinations of diamonds with
rubies, emeralds or sapphires.
These are most popular in rounds
set on a plain band, according
to the Diamond Information Cen-

ter, the information arm of De
Beers.
The three stones can represent the past, present, and future,
says the DIC, making it an
appropriate choice for the millennium. It cites the three-diamond ring worn by Sophie RhysJones, recent bride of England's
Prince Edward, which features
a central round brilliant-cut stone
flanked by two heart-shaped diamonds.
— It might say something
like "Forever Yours," or it could
be the gem's grading report number.
The use of diamond inscription on the gem's outside edge
(called the girdle) has jumped
500 percent in the last year
alone, says Thomas C. Yonelunas, chief executive officer of
the Gemological Institute of
America's Gem Trade Laboratory.
The laser engravings can be
read only under magnification but
offer a way to personalize the
diamond or identify its ownership and grade number.
According to GIA, any diamond weighing one-quarter carat
or more can be engraved.
— At least one line, Keepsake Diamond Jewelry, laser
inscribes the girdle on the center diamond of all its rings with
its "K" logo, registration number, quality grade and carat size.
Each buyer receives a Gemological Laboratory certificate with

See
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for diamondsefeclion
(AP) — The 4Cs are a rock
group. And the rock they sing
about is the diamond.
The four — carat-weight,clarity, color and cut — are the essentials you need to know to select
engagement or wedding jewelry.
No two diamonds are alike,
points out the Gemological Institute of America, and a stone's
rarity and cost are determined
by its unique characteristics as
measured by the 4Cs.
Size alone doesn't make a
diamond more' valuable, CIA
says; using all four criteria, a
smaller stone of exceptional quality can be more valuable than
a larger diamond of lower quality.
Here's a 4C primer:
— Carat-weight.
Diamonds are weighed in metric carats; a carat weighs the
equivalent of a small paper clip.
The carat is expressed in terms
of points, and there are 100 points
to a carat.
According to the Diamond
Information Center, an arm of
diamond producers De Beers,
fewer than 5 percent of all gemquality diamonds are larger than
one carat.
— Clarity.
Formed naturally over millions of years, diamonds typically include small traces of
non-crystallized carbon, the element from which they were
formed.
You probably won't be able
to see these inclusions (internal) or blemishes (external), but
CIA's diamond grading system
will rate stones from flawless
(F) to those with more prominent imperfections(13). The more
flawless the stone, the more
costly it will be.
— Color.
This is the most subjective
of the 4Cs, says the DIC.
Most diamonds appear white.
but almost all have barely perceptible tints of color.
Gemologists and jewelers
grade color on a letter scale
starting with D (colorless), moving through the alphabet to 7
(light yellow or brown).
D, E, and F color-graded
stones are more expensive
because of their rarity.
But well-cut diamonds with
good clarity in all color grades
can still dazzle, playing on the
stones' unique personalities.
In fact, some rare diamonds.
called "fancies," have strong,
pure color and can be found in
pink, blue, canary, and other
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Wedding bands can be traditional or contemporary. Some
couples have chosen to have their rings engraved.

the ring. The company offers a
variety of cuts and sizes set in
gold, platinum or gold-platinum
combinations.
— Another way to slip a personal message onto an engagement ring has been developed
by designer Tammy Kohl. Her
hand-made Takohl Treasure Ring
is two-banded, and the bands
open like a locket to reveal an
engraved message.
Some models even include a
hidden ring of gemstones.
Styles include the Princess,
with a square gem; the Round,
a bezel-set gem; the Classic, a
simple band; the Royale, which
has a raised latch with three
channel-set stones; and the
Baguette, which has one gem
serving as the latch to open the
ring.
— Why should the bride wear

colors.
— Cut.
It's not the shape but the skill of the jeweler that counts in
the cut and is the most important of the 4Cs, says the DIC.
A good cut releases the gem's "fire" or brilliance through the
proportion of 57 or 58 -facets (angled planes) that allow the most
light to be reflected through the stone.
Diamonds that are cut too shallow or too deep lose light that
spills through the side or bottom.
Jewelers can cut diamonds in all sorts of shapes: round (brilliant), pear, emerald (rectangular), marquise (oblong with pointed
ends), princess (square), oval, and heart.
Both organizations stress dealing with reputable jewelers and
asking for a diamond grading report on the stone you may be
buying.
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all the valuables? Christian
Bernard has come up with the
Man's Diamond Engagement
Watch, for the groom-to-be. It
features a curved sapphire crystal with a quarter- to half-carat
diamond bezel set in the center. The back of the watch opens
to reveal an engraved message
or even a laser-engraved photo.
— Wedding plans include
plenty of dress-up jewelry for
the bride and her party.
Carolee is a good source for
sparkling cubic zirconia, cultured or simulated pearls, and
crystal, much of it set in sterling silver.
Single or double-stranded cultured pearls are appropriate for
the bride; CZ solitaire necklaces
with coordinating earrings can
be chosen in different cuts for
the bridesmaids' ensembles.
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gfowers aolof efeyance lo eeen1
What would a wedding be without flowers? our wishes and our dreams," says Saundra Parks,
Or a bride without a bouquet? Whether simple founder and president of The Daily Blossom
or dramatic, monochromatic or bursting with (www.dailyblossom.com). "I blend both the fashcolor, flowers add beauty and elegance. Bou- ion and the majesty of beautifully colored flowquets, bridal fashions, wedding-hall decorations, ers from all around the world into everything I
centerpieces and even place settings all can leave create ... that's my signature."
Whatever her style, there's a signature boutasting impressions when they incorporate fresh
quet for every bride "to have and to hold" on
flowers.
her special day. *
sentiments,
our
of
messengers
"Flowers are

3ife ajois in yues1 fis• preparalion
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Flowers, whether simple or elaborate. add a special
touch to a special day.
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It takes a lot of planning and organization to make your wedding day
magical.
One of the biggest tasks is determining the guest list, then tracking down
the current addresses of friends and
family members — some you may
not have seen in years.
Keeping track of vendors like photographers, caterers and florists also
can be challenging.
Creating a custom wedding card,
file makes organizing information a
breeze. Assign unique tabs like menu
planning, guest list, bands, photographs
and others.
On the menu-planning card, you
can note food allergies or preferences
in addition to caterers' notes.
On the photographs card, you could
note poses or family groupings you
want, as well as possible locations for
the photos.
Following are some guest-list tips from the
organizational experts at Rolodex® card files.
• Start working on your guest list six to eight
months ahead of time.
• Allow each side of the family to invite the
same number of guests. Even if your family is
larger, the other side of the family should have
the option to invite the same number of people.

• Pick your fights carefully. If inviting three
extra people would prevent a family war, do it.
• Once the list has been determined, start
locating addresses. Your college alumni association or high-school reunion committee may have
addresses of school friends. The Internet offers
many locators.
• Once you have an address, immediately write
it down and place it in your wedding card file.
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Make glit)se Precious Memories Last Forever
Visit Our Website
allisonphotography.com
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NEW YORK (AP) — Cultured pearls are as traditional
for -the— wedding as diamonds
are for the engagement. But
today's bride is looking beyond
tradition.
She already may have a strand
of 7mm pearls — as a gift to
herself, an inheritance or part
of a divorce settlement.
"The great thing about a strand
of pearls is that it is classic,
timeless, something that can be
worn every day," says Melvyn
Kirtley, general manager and
regional vice president of Tiffany
& Co. in New York City.
But there are a lot of other
options, from funky to high
fashion. The pearls range from
imperfect to flawless in shape
and luster, and prices are based
on quality, size and setting
design.
"Just one drop would be so Choosing the right dress takes time with the variety of
beautiful on a snake chain," a styles available.
spokesman at a recent industry
show of pearls harvested in
The Perfect Loa For Your
Japan and Australia, Tahiti and
elsewhere in the South Seas.
Special Daq.
Tahitian pearls are distinctive
for their color, ranging from
Let us help you and your
black and gray to pistachio and
wedding party get readyfor
yellow. The Tamara Comolli Colyour special day.
lection had a 9mm cream drop
accented with a .36 carat diamond. From Coleman Douglas
Pearls, a pistachio "love nugget"
COSMETIC STUDIOS
was sitting on a little ruby.
Rel-Air Center • Murray • 753-6926
Ella Gafter designs in Italy
while her daughter, Talila, takes
care of business at the Ellagem
salon in New York. The designer says pearl pendants have been
"successful with husbands. Men
are more open to change than
women."
Prince Edward's gift to Sophie
11„nii, _Car
Rhys-Jones for their June wedding was a necklace of his design:
a black pearl cross on a white
pearl strand. The necklace and
matching drop earrings for the
new Countess of Wessex were
made by British jeweler Asprey
& Garrard.
For bridegrooms who prefer
to leave the designing to others, New Yorker Henry Dunay
certifies each of his South Sea
cultured pearls with a serial
number. One necklace of his
design any bride would love,
available at Neiman Marcus
salons, is a large single pearl
suspended from a curl of brushed
platinum accented with a diaComplete Outfits'50 -'80
mond solitaire.
Over 65 Styles 7h Choose From
A cultured pearl pendant from
Cartier Inc., Is like the bud of
Service • Selection • Satisfaction
a white peony bursting with
necklace
a
on
secure
life. It is
Specialist For Over 35 Years"

NEW YORK (AP) — "You
can be gorgeous at 20, charming at 40, and irresistible for
the rest of your life," Coco Chanel
once said. She was speaking of
a woman's worldliness, and it's
something every mother of the
bride — or groom — might
take to heart.
Probably at no other time is
she made so aware that her job
as a parent is entering a different and diminished phase. And
probably at no other time is she
so aware that, despite her best
efforts, her waist is thickening
and the crow's feet are multiplying.

with the purchase of any
regular priced wedding gown.
°‘4
41
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BEM's BRIDAL COTTAGE
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With us, you can have
your cake and eat it too!

it

Allison Photogrophy.•,607 S.4th St • 753-8809

Offer Good June 15th - June 30th

641 South - Watch For Sign
901-247-3959
'Thurs.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-2 p.m.
By Appointment
1-901-247-6150
1-901-247-5422
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FREE VEIL

MERLE noRmAn

"Your Formalwear

Hey, Mom. Brush back the
tears, spend a little time and
money on yourself and look and
feel irresistible! It's easier than
you think because, like it or
not, many bridal couples today
are cutting parents out of the planning and footing at least some
of the wedding bills.
Jerry and Marjorie )affe's only
daughter, Bryce, is planning a
July wedding, not in New York
City where she was born and
where her family still lives, but
in Lake Tahoe, Calif.
If Marjorie was bothered at

Cakes, Caterings, Dinners
& Reception Planning
Weddings • Birthdays • Anniversaries
Special Occasions

1

Geurin Cakes
& Things
Jimmy & Vicky C;cliri

436-2199
Murray

229 Geurin Rd.•

Permit #44299
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meoformy accessories
IAP)- Tiaras are in, thanks to the wedding of Sophie Rh •
Jones and Britain's Prince Edward.
National wedding retailer David's Bridal reports that prospective brides showed up at their outlets soon after the royal nuptials with photos of the bride with her cropped hair adorned with
a diamond-studded tiara.
The company's headpiece buyer, Chris Visco. thinks it was the
athedral-length. diaphanous veil attached that was the key and
that it was a good foil for a short hairdo. "She illustrated that a
tiara looks as regal with a casual do as it does with hair pulled
into a sophisticated upsweep, a la Audrey Hepburn," Visco says.
Not to worry if you don't have a fabulously wealthy motherin-law to pour diamonds on your newly wedded head, she says.
There are many reasonably priced versions encrusted with faux
pearls, jewels and crystals.
Of course, if you want the real thing, it's available. Real diamond tiaras are in evidence for celebrity weddings (Vivica Fox,
Valeria Mazza) and were included a recent showing of Vera
Wang's bridal collections, according to the Diamond Information
Center.
An alternative, suggested by Lynn Ramsey, president of the
Jewelry Information Center, might be a diamond hair clip.
Don't expect the bride to appear on the aisle in a gown that
looks like an overdone porn-porn. The newest looks are sleek
and bare.

II See Page 11
•444
:

Cakes and More
Alf Occasion Cakes anti Catering
Birthdays•Weddings•Anniversaries
Corporate Events

FIEFIDLINIES

Now Booking Weddings
& Rehearsal Dinners
License #61656
237 Tobacco Road
Leigh Ann Steely Grady
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 753-1159
AVINViti;

;
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Steele & Allbritten
LD Plumbing & Electrical
pant'"
as'
ic

SP‘'
A

Large Inventory
of Residential and
Commercial Vacuums Featuring
Panasonic & Simplicity
• NEW UNIT SALES
• SERVICE FOR MOST BRANDS
• BAGS FOR MOST BRANDS
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. -5 p.m.

209 S. 3rd St.• Murray • 753-5341
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of marquise motif diamonds.
Still, a string of pearls is
"the quintessential gift," according to Kirtley Of Tiffany. It is
given by the bridegroom, or
sometimes by the bride's parents. In Italy, Gafter says, the
bridegroom's family traditionally make the purchase.
"The great thing about a strand
of pearls is that it is classic,
timeless, something that can be
worn every day," Kirtley says.
But in these heady financial
times, "lots of brides are looking for something other than
pearls. They're looking at platinum and'diamonds." Or combinations thereof.
Tiffany offers something for
nature-lovers — a butterfly or
dragonfly pendant of platinum
and diamonds on a platinum
chain interspersed with small cultured pearls. Sans motif is a
diamond necklace in platinum
or 18K gold with one pearl for
every three diamonds.
Lynn Ramsey, president of
the Jewelry Information Center,
suggests a triple-strand dog collar for the bride with a swan
neck and strapless gown.
Decadent? You bet. But a
Some brides go with the traditional veil, while others girl can dream. And some dreams
do come true, most likely for
opt for flowers or other hair pieces.
those brides whose visions are
a little more earthbound.
Elsa Peretti, designing for
Tiffany, has pearls by the yard
on a fine gold chain. Prices
start at an affordable $450.
Dixieland Center • 753-0882
More offbeat is an idea
launched
recently by the TahitNails • Airbrush Design
ian pearl industry. It's the Cir"Stop by and see the designs"
cle of Love necklace, described
as the ultimate in urban chic
Special Prices For
with an industrial flair. About
20 to 30 percent of cultured
Whole Bridal Party!
black pearls are harvested with.
rings on them, according to the
industry.
Now they are pierced on a
steel wire necklace to retail for
about $125 in department stores
nationwide.
Both Ramsey and Devin Macnow, executive director of the
Cultured Pearl Information Center, suggest pearls for the bride's
hair. Ramsey likes strings of
freshwater pearls woven through
the hair. and Mcnow opts for
a pearl tiara.
They both have ideas for
something blue, too. Ramsey
prefers sapphire and pearl earrings. Mcnow chooses a large
Tahitian pearl with a blueish
Now Taking Reservations For Weddings,
hue.
Company Parties, Class/Family
A final word on the Circle
of Love necklaces: "Although
Reunions, Private Parties.
simple, in a metaphysical sense,"
the literature says, they embody
"a basic influence in our lives:
the people we love and the bond
we share with them that remains
unbroken."
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NEW YORK (AP) — Today's wedding may look much like those celebrated in previous generations.
But behind the big event are changes
which challenge old assumptions about
wedding etiquette, reports Bride's magazine in its December/January issue:
— Wedding Expenses. Traditionally, the
bride's family pays for most of the wedding, the groom's family hosts the rehearsal dinner, pays for the bride's flowers
and the officiant's fee.
But now, both families may share the
expenses of a wedding. The bride's family may pay for the reception space, the
groom's might cover flowers and catering, and the couple pays for the rest.
Three out of 10 couples pick up the
entire cost themselves.
But don't ask guests to contribute to
the cost of the wedding, the magazine
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says. That includes setting up a cash bar
or valet tipping.
— Invitations. The traditional formal
wedding invitation is engraved in black
script on white or off-white stock, placed
in an inner unsealed envelope. Reception information appears on a separate
enclosure in the same typescript and
paper. A similar response card can be
included, but a handwritten reply is still
expected. Information about hotel accommodations and directions to the events
should be mailed separately.
For semi-formal weddings, customdesigned invitations, created either by a
stationer or on the couple's home computer, are appropriate. Colored ink and
paper and response postcards also are
appropriate. Maps and hotel information,
printed on the same paper stock and
typeface as the invitation, may be mailed

with the invitation.
For a wedding with fewer than 50 guests
or one that's less than a month away.
the couple can send handwritten notes
or e-mail. Guests can phone or e-mail
their responses to these.
Whichever form you use, don't use a
computer or a typewriter to address the
envelopes. The address should be calligraphed or in the couple's own handwriting.
— Ceremony. Couples exchange customary vows,embrace traditions and music
in a religious setting in the traditional
ceremony.
Now, even in a formal ceremony, the
couple may modify the wording of their
vows — such as replacing the word
"obey" with "cherish" — incorporate
parts of two religions and include ethnic traditions to represent each family's

heritage.
Don't make your guests uncomfortable with vows that are too personal or
racy, Bride's says.
— Registry. In the traditional mode,
the bride and her mother will visit the'
local department store to register for
such things as china and sterling flatware.
Guests learn about the registry by
word of mouth.
But now a couple might go to the
department or specialty shop to register
for a wide variety of gifts, from crystal
to cars.
Or they might register online from home
or office and post their list on a gift
registry Web site.
Whatever the mode, don't put registry information on wedding invitations
or as enclosures with the invitations.

.7ccessozys ..
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Take the latest designs from
high-end bridal designer Amsale.
One of her most glamorous dresses is a slim sleeveless A-line
of glossy silk zibalene with a
dramatically plunging backline.
It has discreet pearl and crystal beading on the shoulder straps
and around the wide, sweeping
hemline.
Another has a bare-armed fitted tank bodice with spaghetti
straps with a basque waist with
tiny pleats; there is pearl and
crystal applique at the neckline
and waistline.
The full skirt has a cathedral train.
At David's Bridal, there's a
satin princess-cut tank gown
with a rounded plunging back,
a Gloria Vanderbilt design.
There are pearl tracings
around the neckline and backline, and at the back waist are
rosettes topping long pearltrimmed tails.
A slim but sheer organza Aline sheath from Yumi Katsura
features appliqued white celluloid ribbons and spaghetti straps.
And from Carmela Sutra is a
traditional belle, with off-theshoulder pleated short sleeves,
dropped waist and pleated bands
down the front of a full skirt.
Ramsey of the JIC says that
the trend to bare-shouldered
gowns is bringing new emphasis to necklace and earring jewelry.
The illusion necklace, with
pearls, beads or diamonds that
seem to float invisibly on clear
wire are especially popular, as
are antique looks such as multistrand collars or lacey diamond chokers. Earrings might
have delicate floral or openwork
designs. embellished by white
or colored gems. "An effective

and memorable 'something blue' firm.
could be a pair of sapphire,
The
traditional
tuxedo
aquamarine or tanzanite ear- endures, with subtle changes like
rings." she says.
the smooth wool hand of the comSo what of that other mem- pany's Millennium Tuxedo from
ber of the wedding, the groom? its Nightlines division.
Forget the ruffled shirts and bell
It comes either with a threebottoms of previous decades,says button, notched-collar jacket or
Neema, the menswear clothing a shawl-collar jacket.

That Fits

We invite you to register your gift preferences
with us. Let our associates assist you in
choosingjust the right accessories for
your new home.

WAL*MART
SUPERCENTER

A PIECE OF CAKE
"Homemade"
BIRMD41,5
• •Cakes •Cookies • Fudge
• Brownies •Arid More
antinERS4RIFs
VICKY YOUNG
• 1621 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass, Murray, KY

•

. 270-767-9570
DELIVERY & CATERING AVAILABLE

ALWAYS LOW PRICES ALWAYS WAL MART

U.S. Hwy. 641 North • Murray
C?g--

7,teema,
talee
26/eeidea924

subscription to The
Murray Ledger &
Times call us to make
all the arrangements

...a

(270) 753-1916
Local Rates

Make Your
Gifts Of Love
As Special As
Your Wedding

3 months — $18.75
6 months — $37.50
1 year — '75.00
We'll even give you a gift certificate to wrap.

Custom &
Traditional
Engagement
Rings & Bands

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
„„/g„

1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray,KY 42071 ea
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Some couples choose to have finger foods at their
reception in addition to the cake and punch.

21s/ ceniury

NEW YORK (AP) — The establish their careers, the magfuture of marriage looks like azine says. This bodes well for
this: later wedding vows, later marital success because couples
parenthood, and efforts to ensure will be more mature and better
the longevity of the union, established financially.
according to Bridal Guide mag— "Marriage education" classazine.
es before the ceremony — an
The bi-monthly publication effort to ensure solid, lasting
reports on marriage trends in a unions — will become comcoming issue, with these key find- monplace.
ings:
— Interracial and interfaith
— In 1998, the median age marriages will continue to
for a first marriage was 25 for increase. Census figures between
women and 27 for men. Ages 1960 and 1990 show a tenfold
will continue to rise as more rise.
people postpone marrying to
— The birthrate for women

between 30 and 34 grew more
than any other age group between
1980 and 1990.
Experts predict more one-child
families, the magazine says.
— Alternatives to traditional
divorce if the marriage doesn't
work out continue to be explored.
Many states have enacted or
are considering initiatives such
as covenant marriage or a partial rollback of no-fault divorce
statutes to give partners stronger
legal protection.

_7(o/Eers. ...
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first, she's grateful now.
"I'm not sure where I fit in
on the scale of being traditional or striking out in an individual way," she says. But she
is sure that the changing role
as mother of the bride "frees
me from doing what I always
thought 'should' be done."
The Jaffes have learned is
that there are few "shoulds" in
today's weddings, except perhaps to keep things practical.
Bryce, a former dancer now
studying osteopathy, chose black
for her attendants because it's a
flattering color and the dresses
can be worn later. For the same
practical reason, she and her

intended, Tyler Munson of Los
Gatos, Calif., gave their mothers free rein in their dress.
Such personal style is important and — yikes! — even separates are OK, according to stylists like Phillip Bloch, a current favorite of many stars. They
fall into the practical category.
"Separates allow you to go
for better things, so you can
wear them forever," Bloch says.
One look, if you can carry
it off, is the little cashmere cardigan and camisole with a skirt.
What kind of skirt? "Silks. Chiffons," he says. "Shantung is
good for spring."
And why cashmere? Because

•4094ie CPOINICtinCC

it's a luxury item and, Bloch
says, "you can throw it on over
jeans later."
Ms. Jaffe, a youthful-looking
size 4 with a few strands of
gray in her long copper hair,
would be an ideal candidate for
the little cashmere sweater look.
But she has her own idea.
"I plan to wear a flowing,
feminine, form-fitting, bouncy
and fun dress with a shawl, and
high, sexy, strappy sandals," she
says. "No hat, but perhaps flowers in my hair."
Mothers who are, uh, a little more substantial, have plenty of other fashion options. The
New York design team of Mark

Wedditi
o(

Badgley and James Mischka
offers a host of flattering frocks.
So does the House of Travilla
in Los Angeles that is carrying
on the tradition of its designer
and founder, Bill Travilla, who
died in 1990.
There are other designers, too,
so shop until you find a comfortable fit for your body and
your budget.
Travilla began as a costume
designer in Hollywood, then a
designer to the stars. It was he
who created the white halter
dress for Marilyn Monroe in
"The Seven Year Itch." (The
same dress she was wearing in
the famous photo of the skirt

fluttering in the updraft of a
New York subway grate.)
Travilla's appeal was his ability to flatter the feminine form
and his belief, often stated, that
"femininity is the strongest
weapon a woman can have."
William Sarris, president of the
company, also credits his attention to detail, along with the
signature accordion pleated skirts
and pants in silk.
"The decolletage, whether
square, rounded or plunged,frame
and elongate women's necks and
expose just the right amount of
shoulder. The longer jackets and
tunics softly hug the curves,"
he says.
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